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“INVESTMENT IN EDUCATION, INVESTMENT IN THE
FUTURE”. THE FINNISH MODEL AND ITS APPLICATION
IN ROMANIA
This is not an article title, it is the first book written about the Finnish
educational system launched for the first time in Romania, at the headquarter of
“Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University, in AULA MAGNA, whose author is
Professor Ph.D. Jukka Kangaslahti from the University of Turku, Finland. The
event was organized by the Faculty of Educational Sciences in cooperation with
the Romanian-Finnish School and Kindergarten and took place on the 13 th of
November 2012.
The event benefited from the presence of his Excellency the Ambassador of
Finland in Bucharest, Mrs. Ulla Vaisto, Consul Marko Pribilla. The UCDC
Rector, Professor Ph.D. Corina Adriana Dumitrescu, the President of the
Romanian-Finnish School and Kindergarten, Senior Lecturer Ph.D. Ioan Ceuţǎ,
ISMB Inspector General, Principals of high schools, secondary schools and
kindergartens from Bucharest.
As this is a reference book not only for the Finnish educational system but
also for the Romanian one, the UCDC management, represented by its Rector
Professor Ph.D. Corina Adriana Dumitrescu, decided that the Faculty of
Educational Sciences would organize the second launch of this book on the 12th
of December 2012, in the presence of the UCDC teaching staff and students and
other teachers from the capital, on the occasion of the International Conference
”The European Culture of Human Rights: the Right to Happiness”.
At the first launch of the book “Investment in Education, Investment in
the Future”, the Dean of the Faculty of Educational Sciences, Senior Lecturer
Ph.D. Gabriela Pohoaţă, who presented the coordinates of the Finnish
education from the author’s viewpoint, proposed that Mr. Jukka Kangaslahti,
Professor Ph.D. become a Member of Honor of the UCDC Senate and Honorary
Professor at the Faculty of Educational Sciences. The proposal was followed by
the validation in the Senate where it was unanimously accepted. Thus, on the
12th of December, within the Senate ceremony, Professor Jukka will be awarded
the Diploma of Honor which certifies his status of Visiting Professor at the
Faculty of Educational Sciences. In this quality, during 12-14 December,
Professor Jukka will deliver lectures on the following themes: Teacher
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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Education and its Challenges in Europe&Finland, Educational Leadership and
Innovation, Thoughts about Education and Future, Can and Should the
Teachers Teach the Parents? Child in the first grade – a Practical Example in
front of the students and teaching staff from the Faculty of Educational
Sciences.
The presence of Professor Jukka as a visiting professor at the Faculty of
Educational Sciences is an indisputable academic performance meant to
consolidate the status of this Faculty which is in its second year of existence.
It’s a great honur for us to benefit from the participation of the author of the
most competitive educational system in Europe in the formation of our students.
It is a great chance we will get a maximum benefit of, this activity being only
the beginning of a cooperation based on partnership agreement between the
University of Turku and UCDC, which will surely prove its viability and
paideutic efficiency.
Prof. Jukka is a model of a specialist in pedagogy with a philosophical
background who has a systemic outlook on the Finnish education as well as on
the European educational system as a whole. Due to the fact that his academic
profile is compatible with the international Journal of our Faculty, Prof. Jukka
has become a member of this publication Scientific Board, contributing with a
first article to the current copy of our Journal.
Owing to his extensive experience in the field of educational sciences and
research, in the European reform in education, we consider that Prof. Jukka’s
presence at UCDC, at the Faculty of Educational Sciences represents a
substantial intellectual benefit, meant to increase the visibility of this Faculty
both at national and international level.
Dean,
Senior lecturer Gabriela Pohoaţă, Ph.D.
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MAPPING THE STRATEGIC LEADERSHIP PRACTICES
AND DILEMMAS OF A MUNICIPAL EDUCATIONAL
ORGANIZATION
JUKKA KANGASLAHTI
kangaslahti@dnainternet.net
Abstract: At least since Aristotle, logic and science, in general, have been
trying to get rid of paradoxes, dilemmas and contradictions. On the other hand,
from the dawn of life science have comprised those elements. Imponderables are
many. We all have been thinking of the well-known dilemma of chicken and egg.
Which came first? We also know the liar’s paradox: “I confess that I always lie”.
Does the liar now speak the truth or not?
Mapping strategic dilemmas was the main aim of the research, with the key
research question being: What are the most important strategic dilemmas facing
the educational administration?
The intention of the study was to highlight, from the educational
administration’s point of view, the importance of identifying the essential
strategic perspectives, which should subsequently be integrated, in order to focus
on the learning and teaching taking place in public schools.
Keywords: dilemmas, contradictions, strategic leadership practices,
reconciliation, interdependent dilemmas.
The test of a first rate intelligence is to hold two opposed ideas in
your mind at the same time and still retain your capacity to function.
F. Scott Fitzgerald (1896-1940).
In schools and in the daily work of teachers and head teachers each
and every day comprises numerous different situations where many
possible choice combinations exist. The dilemmas school staffs are facing
are becoming more and more complex and problematic to manage. Also
the administration of school organizations have become much less
mechanical; cause-and-effect linkages harder or impossible to predict;
intangible elements in any organization are often more critical than
tangibles. In short, schooling, like everything around us, has turned out to


Professor Ph.D, - University of Turku, Finland.
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be much more complex, uncertain and even chaotic than before (see the
shift of context from before to now in table 1).
before
now
equilibrium
→
disequilibrium
order
→
disorder
certainty
→
uncertainty
stability
→
instability
likely
→
unlikely
control
→
chaos
cause-effect
→
complexity
linear
→
zigzag process
continuity
→
change
Table 1. Shift of dimensions in context of school life and its
administration
Looking at the right column in table 1, it is obvious that working in the
middle of disequilibrium, disorder, uncertainty etc. may cause anxiety and
concern as such in the minds of employees, of even leaders. However, it is
important to point out that there is no order without disorder, no change
without continuity or no stability without instability. This means that we
are facing pairs of values, or dilemmas, which appear to be seemingly in
conflict with each other. Dilemma in Greek means two propositions, which
should be seen positively as equally important. Modern administration
should try to understand that in their organizations there are no rules
without exception, no rights without responsibilities, etc. In other words,
values should not be regarded as things. Values are differences and mirror
images to one another. (see table 2.)
 rule
vs.
exception
 stability
vs. change
 safe
vs.
risk
 competence
vs.
partnership
 individuality
vs.
communitarianism
 rights
vs.
responsibilities
 effectiveness
vs.
quality
 analysis
vs.
synthesis
 realism
vs.
vision
Table 2. Pairs of values: Dilemmas and mirror images
10
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Hampden-Turner (2002, 3) says that once we are able to grasp that values
are really differences, we encounter an extraordinary range of subtle interactions,
meanings and nuances. A word like caution can have multiple meanings and
contrasts. We may think about judgment “Let’s act cautiously”. Typically we do
not know, and the speaker will not tell us, with what “cautiously” is being
contrasted. Possibilities for the other end of horn are for instance
courageous, explicit or revelatory, outspoken or blunt, argumentative, etc.
Hampden-Turner gives an example of the binary logic (leading to
dilemma logic) of a traffic light. There red stands for stop and green for go.
What keeps the traffic going smoothly is the movement, red – yellow –
green, the difference between the lights, not the lights themselves. What
happens if the lights are stuck on red or green? Then the lights are
dangerous, perhaps even lethal. Drivers waiting the red to turn to green
get nervous and restless. At some point they will try to cross the
intersection getting on the way of vehicles, which have the go sign. What
happens in educational organizations if red sign - e.g. cuts in finances,
more competition - is stuck on for a long time by the authorities?

red

red-yellow

green-yellow

green
Figure 1. Values as cybernetic systems (Hampden-Turner 2002)
The traffic light example is used to illustrate how values have two
horns and they form systems. It also encloses the idea that if the cybernetic
system does not function properly the development process may face
unnecessary, unpredictable and complex problems.
For leaders dilemma is an everyday problem, which needs a solution
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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although there are two opposite options, which both can be equally
realistic to execute. The challenge is to make a concrete decision, which
could synthesize the best aspects of both horns of the dilemma. Especially
in the long run a reconciliation process is needed. (See Figure 2.)

Pressure
for value A

Pressure for value B
Figure 2. Reconciliation and through-through thinking (HampdenTurner 1999)
It is claimed that the more dilemmas an organization is able to
reconcile the more potential for learning it has (McKenzie 1996). The
execution of strategic leadership is the core duty of any educational
institution. The realization of critically important objectives, as stated in
the strategic plan, depends upon this process. Today, effectiveness and
efficiency have become key drivers even in many educational circles and
much attention is given to the assessment of a return on investments, and
to measurement generally. Due to this trend, as well as the constant flux
evident in the society, strategic leadership is more critical than ever.
Action Research in Turku: Example of Educational Dilemmas
The research focused upon the developmental processes of strategic
leadership practices specific to a municipal educational institution located
in one of Finland’s larger cities. It was conducted during a phase in which
12
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the institution faced the task of planning, preparing and deploying a new
strategic cycle employing the Balanced Scorecard model (BSC; see Kaplan
& Norton 2001 and 2004). Planning stages for action research began in
January 2004, with research interventions taking place until the end of
2005. During this period data was collected and systematic development
work for the institution was undertaken. (Kangaslahti 2007)
Diagnostic questionnaires were used for profiling some of the typical
issues under debate during the beginning of the action research. Parents
(N=552), head teachers (N=57) and local school board (N=39) were
informants in this stage. To complete the questionnaires, all the
respondents needed to do was to circle - in the scale of 0-10 – both where
they believed Turku city’s municipal educational organization is
positioned and the ideal goal in the issue of question. Below in figure 3
illustrates an example of a matrix in which an evaluated question was
presented in two axis x and y.
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Figure 3. Parents’ views of the importance of compulsory
comprehensive education (av=8.9) and the current investment rate to
compulsory comprehensive education (av=5.3) by Turku city
Reasons to use the diagnostic questionnaires are e.g.
 To identify which strategic areas need attention or change
 To assist the members of the organization to understand better
the perceptions and preferences the different parties (parents,
head teachers, politicians) have of certain strategic areas
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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 To evaluate progress/change along the key target areas of strategy
 To stimulate creative dialogue and innovative thinking
 To identify needs and tensions that has to be brought up when
starting to design a new strategic stage
 To create base for change management by providing
understandable feedback of selected themes.
Data collected by interviews, informal discussion and during
interventions, was used/analyzed to map the basic leadership dilemmas
of the educational organization of Turku city.
The execution of strategic leadership is the core duty of any municipal
educational institution. The realization of critically important objectives, as
stated in the strategic plan, depends upon this process. Today,
effectiveness and efficiency have become key drivers even in educational
circles and much attention is given to the assessment of a return on
investments, and to measurement generally. Due to this trend, as well as
the constant flux evident in the society, strategic leadership also in
education is more critical than ever. (Davis 2003, 2004.)
The prerequisite for successful strategic execution is an open dialogue
and the cooperation of politicians, educational authorities, and schools’
staffs and parents. By extension, each and every party should have a basic
knowledge and understanding of the content, its application and the
evaluation methods underlying the strategy (or the selected strategic
direction).
The basis for a common strategic language was built using action
research methods. Head teachers and other personnel were involved in
the execution of strategy and the move towards a learning organization.
At the beginning of the study it was established that head teachers had
received no in-service training in either strategic planning generally or in
the BSC-model specifically. Despite the fact that the BSC had been
introduced in the city two years prior to the research, key stakeholders
had neither any knowledge nor awareness of the basic
concepts/principles intrinsic to the model.
The objective of the action research process was to discover: How can
the administration develop enough constructive interaction and trust amongst
key players in order to gain alignment and build towards a culture of continuous
strategic dilemma reconciliation? Therefore, a synthesis approach was used
as a way of developing theory toward the reconciliation of dilemmas
specific to educational institutions. Nine interdependent dilemmas were
identified from the gathered data. (Kangaslahti 2007.)
14
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The following nine dilemmas were identified
1. Top-down strategy
1. Bottom-up strategy process
2. Leadership by authority 2. Staff empowerment
3. Strategic leadership
3. Operative management
(Head Teachers)
(Head Teachers)
4. Focus on administration 4. Focus on pedagogy
5. Materialistic values:
5. Human values:
-Effectiveness Quality learning based
-Efficiency
on sustainable
-Economy
development
6. Serving customers and 6. Educating and teaching
satisfying their needs
pupils
7. Secret planning and decision
- 7. Open, transparent
making
organization
8. Competition and specialization - 8. Networking and cooperation of
schools (diversity and
of schools (equal opportunity
silent knowledge)
and organizational learning)
9. Well-being of pupils
- 9. Well-being of staff
The research concluded that successful strategic leadership involves
identifying dilemmas now and in the future and tackling these with the
help of a never-ending process of dilemma reconciliation.” (Kangaslahti
2007.)
It has to be reminded that the basic aim of an action research like
described above is to stimulate leadership methods, which have all the
potential to reform the existing organizational culture. Again without ongoing renewal process any real learning organization is not able to keep
up with the changes of the modern world. Dilemma approach, if
reasonably applied, helps to keep this crucial action going.
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THE PEDAGOGY OF SOCIO-CULTURAL DIVERSITY
FLORENTINA ALEXANDRU
florentinaalexandru@yahoo.com
Abstract: The intercultural education places in the foreground the subjective
and relational dimensions, the joint action and the dialogue, focusing on the
individual experience and individual personality as a whole. One of the main
objectives of the intercultural education is the formation of a person who can
manifest both the desire for self-knowledge and that of knowing the other, even
though the external image of the other is different. Starting from a “model of the
difference” the individual can learn that otherness is not a deficiency. Everyone
has cultural particularities and a different knowledge base. These aspects can be
positively used in the intercultural education, based on pedagogy of sociocultural diversity that focusing on learner and its characteristics stimulates
dialogue, decentration, plurality and emancipation.
Keywords:
communication.

cultural

diversity,

education,

pedagogy,

intercultural

1. The intercultural education and the paradigm of post modernity
The socio-political context exerts the greatest influence over the
approach to education, over the development, selection and promotion of
concepts that govern an educational system at some given moment in
time. The current society is no exception to this. Broadly speaking, the
challenges of this society are caused, on one hand, by the multiple
mobility of individuals, and on the other hand by the information and
communication technology. These factors can essentially contribute to a
better perception and understanding of diversity, a key feature of the
world we live in.
Since the '80s, school may be considered one of the strongest areas of
cultural interference, the place where individuals of different ages, various
aspirations and motivations learn to live together, to accept these
differences between them, all under the professional guidance of teachers.
“In school, culture equally means the culture of others and their own culture”,
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says Abdallah-Pretceille, while Hall emphasizes the importance of
awareness for one’s own cultural model “both in their manifest and latent
forms”. The cultural encounter requires entails common action, dialogue
and mutual understanding.
The current stage is characterized by an opposition between modernpostmodern. Our modern, capitalist, industrialized and bureaucratic
society is a rational, well-structured system which operates according to
some well-defined legal regulations and some participatory political
forms. The paradigm of modernity1 is centered on scientific knowledge,
which implies objectivity, clarity, guidance, control, means-purpose
rationality, cause-effect relationships. The educational system is a
hierarchical, rigid, authoritarian, bureaucratic and adaptable structure, yet
a structure which does not trigger the change, while the school represents
the society at micro level, with a function of reproducing and imitating the
social system. The educational model is predetermined and partly
standardized, being supported by a normative pedagogy, whose main
purpose is uniformity and consensus. The teaching-learning process is
effective and planned and learning outcomes have a general validity and
are verifiable. The key pedagogical issue is the transfer of knowledge from
the expert to a novice.
The paradigm of post-modernity, which is still in a stage of formation,
highlights the issue of plurality, “as an ethical and political value” (Welsch
1998), meaning acknowledgment “of different forms of thinking, living,
learning and axiology, which occur simultaneously within society, companies,
schools, institutions etc” (Kösel 1993). In terms of teaching, the plea for
diversity brings about a radical change from the normative pedagogy,
which focuses on a single approach of reality, to a pedagogy which
promotes heterogeneity, the difference, which creates the framework for
multiple perspectives, which is open to unusual forms of learning,
different learning outcomes and unforeseen learning situations, thus
guiding the individuals subjected to education towards tolerance,
reciprocity and interaction.
In gnoseological terms, the ally of postmodernism is constructivism.
This, in its various interpretations (personal, social, radical, educational),
We use the generic name “paradigm” although there are various designations and
conceptualizations for socio-cultural and educational structures of the modernity and the
post modernity, but in this article we are going from the point of view that the
educational paradigm is an objectivization of the socio-cultural paradigm.
1
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is based on the idea that knowledge represents a permanent construction,
reconstruction and deconstruction of reality, according to the experiences
of each individual, not a takeover of pre-existing structures, as a result of
accumulation of prior knowledge. Therefore, knowledge is a subjective
and individual process, which verifies cognitive, affective, behavioural
schemes in relation to others, but also to the social environment.
Constructivist approaches are based on a philosophical anthropology
which considers people as active interpreters of the social environment
they live and develop in. Learning is related to the social context in which
the subject lives and is based on the social interaction mediated by
language.
In pedagogy also, constructivism emphasizes heterogeneity, diversity,
differences. A "discovery of the Other" (Siebert, 2002:216) takes place
through the teaching-learning process. There is a permanent exchange and
a regular comparison between something which already exists, something
already known and something new. Thereafter, teaching is not just a
transfer of information, but something which triggers thoughts and
cognitive operations. Through learning, knowledge is acquired and
knowledge networks are developed, through the contact with sources of
knowledge and with the others.
2. The pedagogy of socio-cultural diversity
The pedagogy of socio-cultural diversity “generically refers to an
accumulation of response reactions and plurality management strategies in the
educational space” (Nedelcu, 2005:105). As a social institution, school is
marked by difference and diversity, even in culturally, ethically and
linguistically homogeneous environments, but until recently in most
European and non-European countries, there was a trend towards
uniformity, towards an educational process based on norms and rules,
without respecting and especially valuing otherness. This is more visible
and has other connotations when a difference in terms of cultural and
linguistic identity emerges inside a human group. Promoting the sociocultural diversity pedagogy means tolerance, non-discrimination based on
any racial, religious, ethnic, political, sexual criteria, in other words the
affirmation of multiculturalism.
Since the middle of the last century, once the migration trends
emerged due to economic and political aspects in Western Europe, the
problem of cultural diversity and implicitly of linguistic diversity, in the
social and educational area, has gone through several approaches, as
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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follows:
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1. Assimilation (1960-1980), an approach which considers the
culture of the minority group to be irrelevant while cultural
differences and ethnicity are perceived as major obstacles in
communication and obviously in education. The assimilation
process is based on a compensatory pedagogy
(Ausländerpädagogik), based on the model of deficiency,
which aims at settling the “problems of migrant children”. In this
type of pedagogy neither the second language nor the
multilingualism have any significant roles, the school work
being dominated by a strong anchor internalized in monolingualism, in a „monolingual habitus”, as Ingrid Gogolin calls
it, in close relation with Bourdieu's concept of habitus. In
terms of adaptation to environment, the specific concepts are
the acculturation and the assimilation attitude, which aim at
including a cultural minority into the major culture, a process
which leads to the loss of their characteristic cultural
coordinates and implicitly to the cancelation of their cultural
identity.
2. Multiculturalism (1980-1990), an approach that considers the
culture of minority groups, which emerged in the landscape of
major cultures, as being relevant, but the cultural and ethnic
differences are not seen anymore as obstacles to integration. In
terms of education, multiculturalism relates to intercultural
pedagogy, based on the model of difference, which takes into
account, on one hand the prior knowledge and on the other
hand the specifications of each student. The differences in
terms of school and social performance are not any more
automatically assigned to some gaps or to the cultural
background, but are considered a reflection of adaptation to
different cultural contexts. This approach seeks to strengthen
identity and to focus very much of plurilingualism, which
makes the promotion of foreign languages a key issue. From
a social perspective, the multicultural attitude is specific.
Even if it focuses strongly on the minority cultural group, it
does not provide familiarization through dialogue, minority
and majority cultural elements coexisting in parallel with no
interactions or overlapping. In school, the trend of protection
and defense against all foreign issues still persists, the cultural
VOLUME III, NO. 4/DECEMBER 2012

differences becoming topics for discussion, although not
enough consideration is given to socio-cultural and linguistic
reflection.
3. Universalism (1990-1995), an approach which does not have
its own, well defined concept, as it is considered a critical
stage to the multicultural approach. The socio-economic
dimension becomes a priority, as the cultural affiliation has no
relevance. The cultural differences are still a forbidden topic.
In terms of education, this approach is still related to
intercultural pedagogy, nevertheless based on the
assumption of equality and emancipation, while the issue of
foreign languages does not raise any special interest.
4. Pluralism (after 1995), an approach which considers that
linguistic, social, cultural, economic, historical diversity does
not represent anymore a monopoly of minority groups,
instead it is a feature of the current society in its entirety. In
terms of education, this approach is related to the pedagogy
of social-cultural diversity, based on a model of
plurality/difference. The social conflict may be debated in an
open environment, as the students learn that existential forms
do not represent a given, therefore, they may be subjected to
change anytime. The distance that students acquire in
relationship to their own identity and to the existential forms
specific to the culture of origin, insufficiently or not at all
made aware of, may have a favorable effect over
individualization. Plurilingualism represents normality and
even a necessity. In social terms, the pluricultural attitude
becomes obvious, promoting communication among cultures,
and also an environment based on tolerance and mutual
respect. The intercultural communication skills become a
basic component in training the individual’s personality and
in the intercultural dialogue.
The current trend is to move forward from the intercultural pedagogy
to that of socio-cultural diversity, where the cultural diversity is not
denied anymore, as dialogue, acknowledgment and understanding are not
only possible, but even required. This type of pedagogy “enrolls itself in
seeking a logic of peace, which is meant to be one of the active links in the
educational field. It claims to take part, inside the school, to the collective creation
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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of a cultural space accepting, inserting, and redrafting cultural significations
from the members of various communities in contact with each other”
(Perregaux, 1999:123). The dominating perspective for the pedagogy of
socio-cultural diversity is, therefore, that of a pluricultural society, based
on two principles: equality and acknowledgment. The aims of the
pedagogy of socio-cultural diversity target, on one hand, knowledge and
skills, and, on the other hand, the attitudes which allow the individual
subjected to education to participate to an intercultural dialogue and to
inter-cultural understanding. Summarizing, we may determine the key
objectives of the pedagogy of socio-cultural diversity:
 equality for all individuals, no matter their origin
 respect towards diversity and difference
 self-respect and acknowledgment of others
 negotiation / patchwork type of identity
 socio-cultural and linguistic self-reflection
 experience of mutual learning
 intercultural learning as social learning
 plurilinguistic education
 ability to maintain the dialogue in intercultural situations
 understanding the overall intercultural situation.
When comparing intercultural pedagogy with that of socio-cultural
diversity, the following conclusions may be drawn:
Intercultural pedagogy
Pedagogy of socio-cultural diversity
 explicit, objective comparative
 implicit comparative pers-pective
perspective, me-and-the-other type
through acknowledgment of
differences and underlining
similarities; reflection on differences
 aims at individual actions
 aims at common actions
 mono-cultural starting point
 focus towards a pluricultural
school-based community
 the
foreign
context/foreign
 the
foreign
context/foreign
individual disturbs the existing order
individual is a source for enrichment of
perspectives
 compensatory approach
 intercultural approach

Table 1: Intercultural pedagogy vs. pedagogy of socio-cultural diversity
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Besides, from the perspective of socio-cultural diversity, the
educational system, in its entirety, develops its ability to ensure at
community level a deep social cohesion and to train an attitude of
openness and flexibility towards the international community. The key
words which define the European dimension of education, in terms of
socio-cultural diversity, are: positive attitudes, citizenship, community,
cooperation, culture, openness, empathy, globalism, identity, cultural permeation,
integration, inter-curricular, understanding, enlargement, freedom, partnership,
common inheritance, pluriculturalism, respect, exchange of experience,
sensitivity, solidarity, tradition, tolerance.
The intercultural education, supported by a pedagogy of sociocultural diversity, should take into consideration a re-design of the
educational content-related options, where the focus should be placed on
interdisciplinarity. This would develop the individual’s ability to define
the cultural diversity that he/she lives among and to define
himself/herself in relationship to this new reality.
3. Final remarks
When developing the idea of interculturality, in heterogeneous as well
as homogeneous contexts, one may identify four key aspects, taking into
consideration the above-mentioned approaches:
1. switching from intercultural pedagogy to pedagogy of sociocultural diversity, where diversity is neither denied, nor
marginalized;
2. switching in educational terms from a simple reaction to the
migration phenomenon to the development of a
comprehensive concept of intercultural education;
3. switching from a simple preoccupation with the migrants’
languages to promoting natural plurilingualism and learning
of at least two foreign languages, besides the mother tongue,
as the interlinguistic contact represents the first step in
accommodating diversity;
4. switching from a strictly linguistic learning of foreign
languages to a complex approach, by taking into consideration
aspects of cultural, socio-linguistic and pragmatic aspects, as
the key objective is to train the intercultural communication
skill.
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“Cognition is the art of focusing

on the relevant and deliberately ignoring the rest.
”(Gerd Gigerenzer & Peter Todd)

Abstract: An old and long philosophical European tradition exposed the
image of man as a rational being, mostly capable to conquer – through thought
solidly fundamented, guided by strict principles, norms and articulations – the
distortions aroused by impressions, instincts, emotions, wishes, and so on. Such a
manner of understanding has been taken over also in the “classical” theories of
choice, decision making, game, utility and probability, but a strong alarm signal
came exactly from those specialists wishing to implement the computational
model, trying to reconcile it with the “natural thinking”, guided more by
fluctuant euristics than by stable algorithmics. In the 50s, Herbert Simon coined
the term bounded rationality, which will be enlarged and contextually defined
later, along with the spectacular development of the cognitive sciences. The
present study proposes not only an inventory of some theories dedicated to the
concept and some of the fertile applications of the new paradigm, but also tries to
certify ways in which psychology and logic can prolifically meet – on the ground
of interdisciplinarity – to be testimony for a complex phenomenon, that of the
human thinking really exerted, both in epistemic and ordinary life circumstances.
Keywords: perfect rationality, bounded rationality, context, subjectivity,
efficiency.
Deconstruction of a myth
It is known that the thesis of human rationality has a long career in the
western philosophical environments, being doubled by the conviction
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that, most of the times, thought – equipped with solid principles and
developed by irreproachable concatenations – manages to win the fight
against the temptations to which it is subject by the deceiving senses,
instincts, affections, feelings, subjective impressions, uncontrolled
impulses of desire and will, etc. From the oldest times, formal sciences
wished to be the highest embodiment of such a victory, the celebration of
abstract and pure intellect, untroubled by external interference which
would divert or deform it, being even able to return in a critical manner to
its own products to assess, legitimize and validate them. If it was not
directly equaled to wisdom, at least it was frequently regarded as a
fundamental condition of it. The persistent indistinction between
philosophy and science (both invested with the vocation of universality)
was asked only in the last two centuries and, nowadays, could take the
form of a “traumatizing” paradox concerning our experiences of reception
and accommodation (Pohoaţă, 2009, p. 129-135). On the other hand,
through a millennia tradition, reason was constantly assimilated to the
faculty of reasoning in a logical manner, in particular to correctly operate
with terms and judgments, to infer and demonstrate in a valid manner,
and implicitly, to understand the meaning of words and phrases, to
discriminate between true and false, to weight in opposed arguments, to
decide and choose in order to take action, to solve various problems, etc.,
all in accordance with well established rules.
The image of a “perfect rationality” (the ancient Greeks called it logos
and plenty of their followers wrote the word with an initial capital) was
transmitted to the “classical” theories of decision, choice, game, utilities
and probabilities which, almost invariably, started from the assumption
that the choice and final decision of the agent in a problematic situation is
made in such a way as to maximize the expected benefit, to take into
account almost all contingencies, to reflect the complete and consistent
order of personal beliefs and preferences.For instance, as initially intended
by its creators, the model of “decision making” or “rational choice”
asserted in the economical field by John von Neumann and Oskar
Morgenstern (1947), then developed by Leonard Savage (1954) wanted to
be non-psychologist in essence, which is why it sought to avoid the
involvement of certain factors, such as desire, motive, taste, emotion, thrill
or deception, etc.
In a nutshell, perfect rationality is fully informed, impeccable from a
logical point of view and maximally useful and/or efficient, fully reaching
the expected benefit. It supposes that goals are clearly formulated, that the
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whole behaviour developed is adapted to the situation and low in terms of
costs, that the solution found is the best among the possible ones. The
subject (projected in an ideal manner) manages every time to defeat his
states of affective experiencing, ignorance and uncertainty, without
resorting to conjuncture palliatives (“tricks”), but only to procedures
checked for a long time, then standardized and accredited.And the built
models are psychologically valid (not only plausible), so they can be
successfully applied to various contexts of everyday life.
Due to the popularity of the term (constantly invoked for a
heterogeneous phenomenology), semantic confusions are also present and
going through a varied literature dedicated to this field made Mikaël
Cozic undertake to clarify it. Beyond variations, there seem to be two
dominant approaches: the first one is centred on the differences between
the observable behaviours of the agents and the predictions of classic
(“codified”) models of choice, underlining their deviations and anomalies
and the second one (proposed by Simon) insisting on the cognitive
limitations which generate the “formation of mental states and decision
making”. The author does not hide his option for the latter, giving credit
to the psychological perspective, which must broaden and deepen its
investigations regarding a thematic insufficiently explored until now.
Beyond the fact that they failed to avoid the appearance of an internal
antinomy, the constructions in question (and others that followed them)
are regarded as being too little “relevant” from the standpoint of recent
acquisitions in the field of cognition science, a multitude of voices - J.-P.
Dupuy, E. Eelis, D. Gauthier, J. Hampton, M. Hollis and R. Sugden, D. M.
Kreps and R. Wilson, E. Shafir and A. Tversky, M. Bratman, J. Elster, S.
Hurley. B. Williams and others - asking for a return to the psychology data
abusively dismissed during the decades which immediately followed the
war.
Almost unanimously, it is presently considered that such modelling is
too “strong” and even “restrictive” to appropriately describe the actual
behaviours of the individual and collective agents, which are not that
consistent and predictable as desired.Moreover, acquiring rich and
diversified empirical evidence (by observation or in the laboratory) from
various directions pointed to the circumstance that the fundamental
human limitations in terms of knowledge, reception, storage, recovery,
information processing and transmitting can no longer be ignored. Most of
us are not exclusively rational beings; on the contrary, we pay an
inestimable tribute to the so-called “conative” instances naturally planted
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into “our cognitive and emotional architecture” (Jones, 1999, p. 297) and,
eventually, unavoidable in a statistical mean. The banal introspection itself
can convince us with regard to the arationality – if not irrationality – that we
show daily (Aumann, 1997, p. 2). To resume a famous distinction imposed
by Nietzsche, we are implacably divided between an “Apollonian” (light)
side and another “Dionysian” (dark) one, which leaves its mark on the
way we make decisions and manifest from a behavioural point of view.
Of course, before such arguments, the current theories were coerced
into relaxing the hegemony and strictness of the start axioms (perceived as
true “prejudices”) that the “orthodox” conceptualizations assumed and
promoted with a certain uncritical and inflexible dogmatism.
Milestones and subsequent contributions
Considerations such as those exposed above explain why it was
largely resorted to the concept of “bounded rationality”, created by
Herbert A. Simon at the end of the ‘50s, developed and nuanced according
to the theoretical and practical regional requirements to which
heterogeneous constructions wanted to answer. We will note as positive
the fact that the logical apparatus (not always strictly formal) used for
such work often seeks to take into account – and adjust to – the wide
variety of cognitive and psychological types at the level of the human
species, each proving specific appropriateness and deviation, strength and
weaknesses, virtues and vices as far as the reasoning abilities are
concerned.
For Simon (1957, p. 18 et sq.), the starting point is the assumption of a
subject who faces a problematic situation that he “understands” relatively
easy as far as its structure and requests are involved, he examines and
“decides” to find the best solution. But, since the information base at hand
and his computational abilities are restricted, the very rationality he
manifests appears to be bounded. The decision-making labour will take
into account the aimed goals and resources available, involving various
rules which are “programmed” in his very mental constitution. Generally,
it is both far-fetched and unrealistic to pretend that the agent is “infallible”
and his behaviour is “optimal”, because he is not always able to avoid
error and failure. In addition, the forging of the solving strategy often
represents the product of repeated testing and trials, the quality of the
methods used often marking the action as such, just as isomorphic tasks
(belonging to distinct action fields) find different solutions.
For the American Nobel Prize winner author, the concept of
28
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“bounded rationality” only referenced to the “cognitive” limitations
characteristic for the human mind, but contributions such as Christina
Jolls’ (apud A. Torr, 2002, p. 485), with a special reference to homo
oeconomicus added some other “limitations”, such as the “bounded selfinterest” and the “bounded willpower”.Other numerous collaborations
have taken into account the effects of motivation and emotion over
decision-making processes. In a very influential work which inaugurates a
true research paradigm, Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman (1983, p.
293 et sq.) will try to prove that, in their probabilistic and predictive
judgments, individuals resort to a low number of “heuristic principles” by
virtue of which they manage to simplify the complexity of the problem to
be solved, except that, despite the indubitable utility of such approaches of
information and procedure shortcut, they often extend to various biases,
even more, to “serious and systematic errors”.It was possible to also
ascertain the paradoxical situation that becoming aware of the limitation
of one’s own cognitive abilities and the “rational” attempt to substitute or
to remedy the lack found frequently leads the subject to making decisions
and taking actions which are even further from the standards of desirable
rationality, entailing new series of mistakes.We often proceed based on
accessibility considerations, being known that “intuitive judgment”
appears in our mind (or is possibly self-corrected) faster and with no effort
compared to the approaches of a thought that analyzes and makes
decisions, consuming time and energy; however, pragmatic success is not
at all absent (Kahneman, 2003, p. 698).
James G. March (1978, p. 592-594) pleads in a convincing manner in
favour of the substitution of the old vision of a “perfectly rational” agent
with the model of an actor described in more modest and realistic terms,
in the field of praxiological disciplines.Limited to the confines of directly
observable facts, affected not only by the intrusion of emotions and
motivations but also by the precariousness of the cognitive resources, the
processes of choice and decision making imply two types of estimations
(“guesses”), one regarding the future (uncertain) consequences of present
action and the other one regarding the personal preferences in
perspective. The first matter may be subject to elucidations based on the
theory of bounded rationality for information “ambiguity” situations,
while the second may be satisfactorily cleared according to the data
provided by the behavioural sciences (in particular psychology).
Finding that the expression of “bounded rationality” is currently used
with a plurality of meanings and seeking to synthesize them, Zhisheng
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Huang (1994, pp. 6-7) assessed that it is possible to identify a broad and a
narrow sense. The first one refers to the “phenomenon that agents have
limited cognitive resources and capabilities” and the second one evokes
the decision-making procedure undertaken by the subject in case “he does
not know all the action alternatives or the exact consequences of each,
lacking at the same time a complete order of preference for these
consequences”. Regardless of the interpretation received, the manner of
thinking does not exclude the intervention of logic, more precisely of
special versions of logic (which manage the “dependency on beliefs”,
“preference”, “action”, “semantics of possible worlds”, “minimal
changes”, etc.).
In Brian Arthur’s optic (1994, pp. 406-408), the type of rationality (a
fully “logical” one, operating from general to particular) assumed on a
praxiological field proves to be indisputably useful, but, when he tries to
account for the actual human decisions and behaviours, he betrays a
certain “superficiality” and obvious shortcomings. Just as in a game of
chess or go, strict deductivism ceases to exercise its supremacy in complex
life circumstances, when many factors to be considered intervene, the
problems are unclear or incompletely defined and interactions with other
agents occur. The uncertain presumptions are a serious obstacle (unless
they directly invalidate) the application of the logical apparatus for
deriving certain conclusions. This is why the elaborations of “bounded
rationality” become more and more attractive for specialists and the
acquisitions in the field of cognitive psychology are observed with more
and more attention and persistence.
According to such recent science, in complicated and precariously
determined contexts, the regular individual resorts to moderation and
deductive behaviours (which he otherwise masters in an imperfect
manner); in exchange, he proves neatly superior abilities in observing or
recognizing certain patterns within the complexity in question and which
serve to simplify the problem he is faced with and which he then
transposes into various hypotheses and assumptions, models and
schematics, strategies and work tactics. All these also offer, together with
the resort to a wide range of inductive reasoning, the platform from which
certain “local” deductions are made. It is often that the personal system of
belief is affected by becoming weaker or consolidated, abandoning certain
components in favour of new ones, built ad-hoc and meant to substitute
knowledge shortcomings. But it is not the criteria of logical correctness,
but the considerations of momentary practical efficiency that usually serve
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as benchmarks for thought referencing.
A similar point of view is found with Johan van Benthem (1994, pp. 22
et sq.): the subject who has a “minimum rationality” is lead, in his usual
cogitation, according to a elementary logic which is non-monotonous and
paraconsistent. The procedures formalized by classical development and
even most of the non-standard systems cover only a very small sector of
the list of cognitive abilities belonging to natural thought. Thus,
“deductive logic still says little of the middle and macro-levels of
reasoning, where most of our strategic thinking occurs”. In fact, the man in
the street not only does not manifest “brilliant” deduction abilities, but he
also avoids them in particular because, on the one hand, his brain appears
to be “programmed” to operate this way and, on the other hand, he is not
interested in preserving the truth and preventing error, but in obtaining
simple and comfortable means to settle practical problems, which require
rapid decisions. If the complexity factor also interferes and the events tend
to go out of control, these are all the more reasons to require accuracy,
rigour or certainty: we deal more with prompt “reactions” to causing
difficulty – answers by which the rationality wants to be “mended” – not
with treasuring truths or operating according to formal schematics.
In the optic of German Gerd Gigerenzer and Daniel Goldstein (1996,
p. 650 et sq.), people infer on the world in circumstances when an
appropriate knowledge lacks and their decisions are always “rushed”.The
traditional models of rationality which treat the mind as a “Laplacean
Demon” – namely equipped in an omniscient and omnipotent manner and
having, at the same time, an unlimited exercise time – can only be checked
accidentally and exceptionally in reality as such or are even systematically
violated. Elementary psychological mechanisms selected in an
evolutionary manner determine the subject to adopt the “fast and frugal
way”, without seeking to obtain and integrate all the environmental
information available. On an experimental and computer simulation basis,
the aforementioned authors have proven that the “take the best”
algorithm has exceeded in speed and performance competitors consisting
of logically built reasoning.
Different thinking actions we perform daily are “expensive”
(consuming time, psychic energy, etc.) and it would be appropriate to
manage them in a more economical manner these are all things that any
more or less trained person knows. Do we always manage to do it as we
would like to? The (self-titled) model of directed cognition proposed by
Xavier Gabaix et al. (2006, p. 1043 et sq.) tries to answer even to this
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delicate question. Three “components” are assumed: cognitive (analytical,
comparative) operations, various variables which characterize the states of
personal beliefs (for instance, the subject's preferences, the influence of
public opinion) and a “value function” meant to assess the expected
benefit of the concerned mental operations. The complex decisions
suppose a “theoretical search algorithm” which acts in three consecutive
steps: first it assess the gain from the various actions, according to the
relevant additional information that their performance might provide,
then it performs those presumed to guarantee the highest gain and,
finally, it applied in a reiterated manner to the first two sequences, only
ceasing when the “price” of the analysis exceeds the expected benefit and
not when the “optimal” solution was found. The American authors
provide such a logical and psychological modelling of bounded
rationality, formalizing and making the situation of rareness of cognitive
resources and of the need to save them operational. The built model
undertakes quantity predictions which may be verified empirically and it
may be applied to the decision-making process performed in conditions of
high number of variables of the environmental and cognitive states.
Succinct applicative references
The last three decades marked the constant increase of the interest for
this topic, which was proven by the sudden increase of the number of
works dedicated to the matter, with approaches from various theoretical
perspectives and promising applications from fields such as economics,
sociology, political science, public administration, medical and
pedagogical intervention, judicial investigation and jurisprudence and,
last but not least, computer sciences and robotics. A proof of the concern
of the academic and scientific circles for the theme under consideration is
the initiative of the Max Planck Institute in Berlin to organize repeated
summer courses and seminars on bounded rationality, the last one (which
took place in July 2012) having as main debate theme cognition adaptation
to an uncertain, even “wild” environment through certain determinants,
relevantly persisting on the social interaction, medicine, justice, business
and politics aspects.
For Werner Güth and Hartmut Kliemt (2004, pp. 368-370 passim),
inadequate explanation of a plurality of social phenomena – from market
behaviour and the management of a company to local administrative
management and “battle of sexes” – can be appropriately conceived only
in terms of “bounded rationality”, the genuine lingua franca for all social
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sciences. The actual behaviours of the human agents are typically
intentional, “opportunistic”, guided by personal visions on the world and
subjective preferences so that only seldom are they articulated under the
pressure of the “logical norms”, of the “optimization constraints” or
“benefit maximization”.The individuals usually seek to reach the result
which “satisfies their own level of aspiration”, not the “best” (for instance,
for an economic agent, remaining in the business world, avoiding losses
and bankruptcy).The means by which the “smart” companies know how
to exploit the consumer's irrationalities are carefully analyzed in Glenn
Ellison’s work (2006, p. 125 et sq.). In France, his protection against abuses
is the subject matter of the very recent report drawn up by X. Gabaix, A.
Landier and D. Thesmar (2012).
In the same spirit, Avishalom Torr’s study (2002, pp. 482-487 passim)
refuses to see the social actor as a fully rational agent, substituting the
conception of a subject who makes decisions when having only limited
cognitive resources and not without being “affected by emotions and
motivations”. Faced with a complex and dynamic world, he sooner resorts
to heuristics and shortcuts than to validated inferential schemes in such a
way that his behaviour does not fit the predictions based on traditional
modelling. The followers of classical theories claim that bounded
rationality is insignificant for the analysis of economic activities since the
conduct it generates are removed by virtue of the mechanisms of
competition. But, as experience proved it, it is exactly these apparently
“illogic” conducts that entail the most notable effects in the configuration
of the free market and, far from being eliminated, many of the new
entrepreneurs “survive” or even have important successes.The economic
laws themselves, as well as psychological variables such as “courage”,
“inclination for risk”, “optimism” and “faith in success” seem to favour
them.
From an anthropological perspective, Robert Boyd and Peter
Richerson (2001, p. 281-283 passim) find that people behave in respect of
the community standard “without much thought”, so without necessarily
and fully understanding their content, purpose and usefulness.We do not
deal with decisions made consciously, but with automatisms induced by
adaptation to public conventions. “Occasional learning” (combined with
traditions adoption) and the tendency to imitate the “reasonable” manner
of being and action of the others – so “copying” daily patterns - prove to
be a lot easier and “cheaper” than a non-conformist conduct. Moreover, it
has the advantage of solving many “problems” related to daily life
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together in a standardized manner and without offending public opinion.
Trying to balance the contribution of social and natural conditioning,
Bruce Edmonds (1997, p. 32 et sq.) approaches the phenomenon of
bounded rationality including from a biological point of view, using the
paradigms of “selective mechanisms” and “genetic programming” (but
accepting the idea of a “flexible genome”). He will conclude that the
agent’s “actual” characteristics are modelled not based on the pattern of
“evolutionary algorithms” meant to solve specific problems efficiently, but
of “operators” forged within communities restricted from the point of
view of the number of members and allowing even “deviant” or
“pathological” manifestations in reference to the accredited norms of
logic.
In an interesting study, Dorothee Schmidt (2001, p. 1 et sq.) valorizes
the virtues of the concept of bounded rationality in the context of the
demand for medical healthcare, which, compared to the market demand
for other goods and services shows a high degree of “uncertainty” due to
the disconcerting intervention of a plurality of factors (informational,
institutional, financial, psychological, ethical, etc.). An obvious
discrepancy may be ascertained, between the predictions made based on
the model of “rational choice” proposed by the praxiologists and the
actual conduct of the individual when they sign health insurance contracts
or make investments with the same purpose, estimating the probability of
an accident or sickness, follows a certain prophylactic treatment and so on.
The presumption of the agent’s full rationality in making decisions does
not check out in practice, its systematic violation being proved by many
cases. This is why the German author asks that psychological theories are
incorporated in the modelling on health demand, while being placed in
conjunction with the recent approaches regarding bounded rationality. In
particular, based on the conclusions of such a research program, it may be
possible to decide which parts of public health will be subject to political
and juridical regulations and which will be left to the mechanisms of free
market.
Police investigation (including the forensic one) – just like
jurisprudence – cannot disregard either an instrument for analysis and
theorization which is most fruitful. A certain present literature (not very
abundant for now) focuses on topics such as: acknowledgement of the
pseudo-scientific research practices, the inaccuracy of the testimonies and
the means of assessing and testing them, operating the distinction between
suspects and prosecuted persons, granting the defendants the right “to be
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silent”, the approached for profiling and prevention of the criminal act,
fight against criminal repeating offenses, distribution of bails and their
amount, supervision after leaving detention, court errors and so on. For
further details on the plurality of topics addressed, the recent numbers of
the reviews Criminal Justice and Behavior, Psychology, Crime &Law, Journal of
Police and Criminal Psychology, etc., as well as the comprehensive synthesis
provided by Brent Snook et al. (2010) may be consulted.
Endowed with so many heuristic qualities, the concept of bounded
rationality could not have escaped the attention of computer specialists.
For them, it designates the property of an intelligent system incapable of
conducting – before a task to be fulfilled – in a perfectly logical and
consistent manner due to the poverty of resources available (insufficient
start information, faulty memory, restricted processing capacity,
determined work time, etc.). Frequently, the characteristic under
discussion is studied and simulated in relation to other “architectural”
properties belonging to the concerned artificial agent, such as the means of
control, the hierarchical or modular organization, serial or parallel
operation, continuously or with interruption, the symbolic
representativeness and abstractness, the type of access to the data base, the
logical procedures (algorithms, heuristics) used, the receptivity and
reaction to external stimuli, learning and adaptation abilities and so
on.The “Tetris effect” (the profitability of a “fairly correct” solution) was
stimulating and such concerns have materialized in the construction of
various programs implemented on computers, out of which we can
mention: Adaptive Intelligent Systems (AIS), Heterogeneous Asynchronous
Architecture (ATLANTIS), A Basic Integrated Agent (Homer), Problem
Solving Architecture (Soar), Plan-Then-Compile Architecture (THEO), RealTime Decision Theoretic (Ralph-MEA), Entropy Reduction Engine (ERE),
Meta-Reasoning Architecture (MAX) and so on.
Conclusions
Bounded rationality does not have any connection to the level of
personal intelligence (but the experience may influence it to a certain
extent), but is subject to three main objective-subjective constraints: (a) the
quantity of information available with regard to the alternative of action
and their consequences; (b) the ability to assess and process the data the
individual has; (c) the time interval – usually limited and short – in which
the decision has to be made. In such circumstances or conditions, the
subject is often obligated to make satisfactory choices (from the point of
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view of the goal to be reached) rather than optimal ones (i.e. maximizing
the desired results). The analyzes of the situation themselves and the
accompanying estimated can be not only simple or sophisticate, but also
placed anywhere on the extended scale between the extreme ends of
correctness and error. Of course, the solutions found to solve the various
problems we face daily will also be the same. Maybe, in a paradoxical
manner, our procedures of daily thinking often prove to be finally met
with success, precisely to defy the requirements of a pretended “perfect
rationality/logic”.
According to Friedman’s inspired analogy (1998, p. 366), the wording
“bounded rationality” appears to be, in the eyes of the specialists
(especially the economists) as a “Rorschach board”: for some, it is the
invitation to empirically study the processes through which people make
choices and learn from their own mistakes; for others, it appears as an
opportunity to build formal models more appropriate to seize the
assumptions, articulations and results of the particular types of intellect
they subsume.The aforementioned paradox may find a solution in a closer
cooperation between the disciplines of logic and psychology, those who
are expected to clarify the complex relationship between structure and
genesis, process and product, formal and informal, ideal and real,
regulatory prescription and actual procedure.
Through its descriptive and predictive force, the concept proves its
opportunity and its relevancy, not only theoretically, but also from the
standpoint of its application in a diverse and contradictory contemporary
world, torn apart by internal convulsions, intransigent and extremist
positioning that can endanger the community existence and life itself.It
denotes an innovative potential worth using in drawing up a multitude of
programs of heterogeneous local symbiosis of economic and social, ethnic,
religious, cultural type, as well as for a more just geo-political structuring
in the conditions of the current tendency towards globalization.
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WHORF’S CONCEPTION OF THE RELATION BETWEEN
LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT: A CRITICAL
EXAMINATION
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Abstract: This paper analyzes the principle of linguistic relativity, in
Whorf’s elaboration. In the first part, I briefly present Whorf's empirical research
and general conclusions drawn from them. In this regard, I examine the
philosophical implications of the linguistic relativity principle and distinguish
between two versions of this principle. In the second part, the article analyzes in
detail whether the principle of linguistic relativity is compatible with the
possibility of translation and learning a second language. Finally, I examine to
what extent it can be experimentally justified.
Keywords: the principle of
methodological principle, translation.
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In many cases, the social science research is used to justify some
theses at the limit between science and philosophy. This phenomenon is
only seldom met in natural sciences, and rather in cases of radical change.
This distinction shows that social sciences have a closer relation with
philosophy than natural sciences. In this article, I will examine such a case:
the way in which Benjamin Lee Whorf’s research on the language of Hopi
people is used for drawing some philosophical conclusions about the
relation between language and thought, and mainly for supporting the
principle of linguistic relativity. I will be especially interested in the way
in which this principle can be based on empirical observations. The article
will be divided in two sections. In the first one, I will present some of
Whorf’s empirical researches and his principle of linguistic relativity,
while the second will be devoted to examining this principle. In this last
part, I will analyze some general counter arguments to it and the way in
which it can be justified on the basis of empirical researches.
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1. Whorf’s conception: empirical researches and the general view
Whorf’s research develops at the intersection between linguistics,
psychology, and anthropology. He is known mainly for his researches of
some languages significantly different from the Indo-European languages,
and for his general conclusion drawn from this research. In Whorf’s work,
the two components – the empirical one and the one with philosophical
relevance – can be clearly distinguished, and the following presentation
will follow these two lines.
Many of Whorf’s research focuses on the Hopi language, a language
spoken by a Native American people living in the northeastern Arizona. I
will shortly present some elements that help Whorf to argue for his
philosophical theses. I will focus mainly on some verbal categories.1
The first Hopi verbal category is the mode, which describes, by some
suffixes attached to predicates, the type of the relation between a sentence
and the sentence that follows and precedes it. In Indo-European
languages, this function was partly accomplished by conjunctions. I will
not present all of these modes, because there are no significant differences
in this regard between the Hopi language and the Indo-European ones.
An interesting fact is that the Hopi language has no specific sign marking
the end of a sentence or clause. The absence of any suffix (“zero suffix”)
mark the independence of two sentences and this could be interpreted as
“and” “or”; therefore, there is no distinction between these two elements
of Indo-European languages. The second category of the Hopi language is
the status. There are four types of status (forms) – affirmative, negative,
interrogative and indefinitive – in contrast to most Indo-European
languages that lack the last form. The interrogative form of Hopi refers
only to yes/no questions, but not to wh- questions, which are expressed by
the indefinitive status, and do not differ from the sentence that stand as
presupposition of the question. For instance, the sentences “Who is
coming?” and “Somebody is coming” have the same form, with a note of
slight curiosity in the tone. This is a surprising characteristic for a speaker
of an Indo-European language, since an important distinction between
two types of sentences is not marked in the Hopi language.
Another verbal category is assertion, which is close, but not similar, to
the category of tense in Indo-European languages. Three types of assertion
can be distinguished: reportive, expective and nomic. The reportive
1 For my presentation, I will use mainly the article “Some verbal categories of Hopi”,
in Whorf, Language, thought and reality, p. 112-124.
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assertion regards the actual or past presence of a fact. The expective
assertion regards the likely future, but not the certain presence of a fact.
The third type of assertion is nomic, which is similar to the nomic present
tense, in some Indo-European languages. The reportive assertion refers
both to present and past occurrence of a fact. The distinction between
these two tenses is not relevant in Hopi, since in both cases the fact is
accomplished and certain. The way in which the reportive assertion is
used is one of the elements in the Hopi grammar that justify one of the
Whorf’s central theses, that Hopi perception of time is different from ours.
Other elements of the Hopi language lead to the idea that Hopi people
have a specific perception of time. This language does not have a verb to
capture the idea of process, of abstract movement (“to come”, “to go”), but
exclusively verbs that capture the final point of movement (“to arrive”).
For Hopi people, an event occurred in a distant place is approached in the
same way as the events occurred at a distant time: “If it does not happen at
this place, it does not happen at this time”.2 For this reason, the question
whether two events that occurred in a distant place are simultaneous is
simply impossible. More generally, the Hopi language lacks a term for
space and time or an abstract reference to these ideas.
The last verbal category discussed by Whorf is the verbal aspect.
There are nine aspects, from which the punctual and the segmentative
ones are the most important.3 The punctual aspect is used for verbs that
refer to actions occurring in a specific point of space. The segmentative
aspect is used for verbs that refer to actions composed from many iterated
“pieces” (for instance, the action of doing a walk forward is composed by
the iteration of the action to take a step forward). The main form of the
verb is in the punctual aspect and the segmentative form is derived from
this.
Based on his research of the Hopi language, Whorf tries to argue a
general thesis concerning the relation between language and thought.
According to this thesis, called “the principle of linguistic relativity”, or
“the (Humboldt-) Sapir-Whorf hypothesis”, the structure of a native
language has an important influence on the way in which the world is
perceived. As some of its names shows, this principle was formulated, in a
version, by Sapir, but Whorf used for the first time this name and give to it
a central role. In a precise formulation, the principle of linguistic relativity,
2
3

Whorf, op.cit, p.63.
Whorf, op.cit, pp.51-56.
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defended by Whorf, is the following: “The way in which the speakers of a
language conceptualize the world is strongly influenced by the vocabulary
and the grammatical structures utilized” (PLR). Whorf considers that,
besides its function as a communication tool, the human language has a
further role of shaping the thought. This assertion comes against a realist
view, which sees the outside world as a brute reality. Rather, for Whorf,
the outside world becomes something indeterminate, which can be
perceived in distinct ways, shaped by different linguistic categories. PLR,
together with the empirical observation that different languages are
actually characterized by different grammatical structures, leads to the
conclusion that the speakers of radically different languages are
characterized by different worldviews, which lead them to different
observations, actions and attitudes. 4 Two versions of PLR can be
distinguished. According to the weak version, the features of the native
language influence speakers’ world view and the way of perceiving, but
this influence can be surpassed, while according to the strong version,
some elements of the way in which we perceive the world are determined
by the characteristics of our native language.
Whorf particularizes this thesis for the Hopi people, arguing that their
language lead them perceive the essential categories of time and space in a
specific way, different from the classical view. Thus, Whorf argues, the
Hopi people do not have, like Europeans, a general intuition of space as a
“receptacle”, “filled” by objects and of time as a line. Shortly said, the
Hopi people lack a Newtonian view of time and space: “In this Hopi view,
time disappears and space is altered, so that it is no longer the
homogeneous and instantaneous timeless space of our supposed intuition
of classical Newtonian mechanics”.5 The Hopi worldview, influenced by
their language, throws into relief other contrasts, like that between
objective realm, comprising all phenomena accessible to the senses, and
the subjective realm, consisting of all phenomena that are real only for
mental world (wishes, expectations).6
PLR transcends the empirical realm and has a philosophical content. It
implies an antirealist view of the world and it also provides a good reason
for the Quinean thesis of the indeterminacy of translation. In the same
time, the Whorfian theses have also important implications for the
Whorf, op. cit, p.221.
Whorf, op.cit., p.58.
6 Whorf, op.cit., p.59.
4
5
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methodology of social sciences. For anthropology, the consequence is that
the differences between different cultures are essential and the European
worldview cannot be imported in order to understand the far away
cultures. In this case, a relativistic methodology will be the only valid
solution. It could be said that the anthropologist will live two independent
lives: one in his home culture, and another within the foreign culture that
he tries to understand. In the same time, the Whorfian thesis has
fundamental implication for linguistics. If, indeed, the linguistic structures
are based on essentially different worldviews, the ideal of a universal
linguistics is illusory and all linguistic is ethnolinguistics. 7 This
methodological approach will lead linguistics to a specific field of
research.
2. A critical evaluation of the principle of linguistic relativity
But if Whorf’s view is correct, how are the translation and the learning
of a foreign language possible? I will shortly analyze these two problems
in the following. Some authors tried to show that Whorf’s view cannot
accommodate the fact that the translation is possible, even if the two
languages have very different structures: “Translation between Hopi and
English is also a perfect feasible exercise. This indicates that any strong
form of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis – say, that thought is actually
constrained by language – can be rejected”.8
In order to analyze this argument, I will develop a distinction outlined
in the first section, between two thesis supported by Whorf: i) PRL, which
claims that essentially different linguistic structures determine different
thought structures, and ii) The linguistic diversity thesis, which argues
that actual languages are characterized by essential differences. The two
theses, both supported by Whorf, can be seen as independent: whereas the
first has a conditional nature, stating what happens in the case of two
essentially different language speakers (if such languages exist), the
second claims that such languages do actually exist. Both theses were
challenged by some linguists, given the fact that the second thesis is not
obvious, as it speaks of two languages with fundamental differences. 9 The
See Science and linguistuics, in Whorf, op.cit., p.206-219.
Trudgill, Sociolinguistics. An Introduction, p.15.
9 In his introduction to Adam Schaff’s Language and Cognition, Chomsky shows, for
instance, that Whorf did not argue enough the thesis of linguistic diversity, since he did
not show that between Hopi and English there are structural, not only formal,
differences.
7
8
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distinction between these two theses should nevertheless remain clear.
The fact that the Hopi translation into English is possible questions
the linguistic diversity thesis, but not the PRL, since this last one does not
imply the actual existence of two languages with different structures. At a
closer look, this argument (seen as directed against the of linguistic
diversity thesis, but not against PRL) depends on how one understands
the concept of translation. It is true that if translation is conceived as a oneto-one relation between the words, then translation is possible only if the
two languages have similar structures. In this case, the translatability of
Hopi in English is probably impossible, since the two languages are very
different structures. But translation is possible in a weaker sense, in which
a member of the Hopi community can understand any English language
sentence, if helped by further explanations.10
However, the acquisition of the second language raises serious
difficulties for PLR: “If the Humboldt-Sapir-Whorf hypothesis is right, […]
how could we acquire a second tongue?”. 11 It is true that if people’
worldview is completely determined by their mother tongue, it cannot be
explained that people can learn another language, characterized by a
completely different grammatical structure. Anyway, we could accept the
weaker thesis that language influence the way in which the world is
perceived. Let’s take a well-known example discussed by Whorf.12 In the
Eskimo language, Inuit, there are many words denoting different types of
snow, while in English a single word is used for all of these. The weaker
version of the linguistic relativity thesis would imply that the English
language speakers would have a difficulty to distinguish the types of
snow. The stronger version would try to argue even more: that for an
English language speaker doing such distinctions would be simply
impossible. But in this case the fact that the Eskimo language can be
learned would be difficult to explain. Therefore, the observation that any
language can be finally learned is compatible with the weaker, but not
with the strong version of PLR, as the differences between the two
languages lead to some differences between speakers (the Englishlanguage speakers will have greater difficulties to distinguish the types of
snow), but these difficulties can be finally surpassed. The strong version of
This distinction occurs in Kuhn, ”Commensurability, Comparability,
Communicability”, pp. 671-673, the terms used by Kuhn being translation and interpretation.
11 G. Steiner, After Babel, p. 98.
12 Whorf, op. cit., p.216.
10
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PLR seems incompatible with the acquisition of a second language, since
the differences concerning the native language can be surpassed.
Therefore, the weaker version of the linguistic relativity thesis is the only
defendable one.
Besides the difficulties discussed above, PLR encountered a more
serious methodological difficulty. Whorf's hypothesis refers to the extent
to which language influences how people think and conceptualize things.
But how can we prove such a thesis, which refers to human thought,
which is not subject to direct experimentation? This is the problem that I
want to analyze in this section. Actually, what is required is a
methodological principle, indicating the manner in which statements not
directly testable (in this case, about how people conceptualize reality) may
nevertheless be subject to scientific research. Methodological principles are
postulates that make empirical research possible, but are not verifiable. An
important criterion in assessing methodological principles is fertility, the
extent to which their use contributes to justifying some scientific
statements.
Whorf argues that the Hopi language has a grammatical structure
substantially different from that of English. But to what extent does this
observation serve to show that the two populations differ in terms of
thinking? Whorf does not answer this question; he assumes rather than
argues that examining language is relevant for understanding. Thus, the
justification of LRP becomes circular. Steiner shows the problem:”Seeing a
dripping spring, an Apache will describe it as”whiteness moving toward”.
The verbal formulation is clearly different from that in current English.
But what direct insight does it afford into Appache thinking? It is
tautological to argue that a native speaker perceives experience differently
from us because he talks about it differently.”13 Further, Steiner shows that
the verbal expressions are not reflections of some invariant mental
operations. There is not a parallelism between the level of language and
that of thought, so not all differences in the grammar or vocabulary
structure will be reflected in a difference in thinking.
The above paragraph raises a more general problem. How it can be
argued for PRL? Although PRL is a thesis with strong philosophical
relevance, it is also a scientific thesis, which must be put under the control
of facts. The above observations show the difficulty of justifying PRL on
empirical observations. The issue at stake is whether there could be
13

G.Steiner, op.cit., p.97.
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designed an experiment relevant for justifying PRL. Next I will examine
two such experiments in the literature.
The first refers to the color recognition ability. 14 Dani language (Dani
is a tribe in the western part of New Guinea island) contains only two
focal colors – unlike English, with eleven such colors. 15 If PLR were true,
native English speakers should recognize focal colors more easily than the
non-focal ones, while the Danis wouldn’t have the same difference in the
capacity for recognition. Despite this fact, the experiments have not
confirmed the supposed distinction. Therefore, this experiment does not
conform to PLR. However, this result does not definitively establish the
falsity of PLR. First, it refers to the specific field of colors and cannot be
safely extrapolated without further research. Secondly, the supporter of
PLR may answer, in this experiment, that the Danis learned the Englishlanguage focal color terms. Within this very limited fragment, the
similarity of reactions is more easily to explain. The most relevant thing is
the speakers’ behavior before they learned some terms in English. The
following experiment does this.
This experiment concerns the classification of objects. 16 Cassagrande
and Carroll studied both children speaking only the Navajo language, and
children speaking just English. Navajo is the language of a tribe in
southwestern United States that use several handling verbs, according to
the different shapes of the objects handled. These children were asked to
group a set of objects into classes, without any criterion offered. The
Navajo language speakers tended to group objects by shape, while English
speaking children preferred to group them by color. This is not surprising
given the importance the Navajo language attaches to objects’ shape. The
experiment therefore confirms PRL. However, Carroll and Cassagrande
experiments also showed that children from the suburbs of Boston –
although native English speakers – group objects by shape, in the same
manner as the Navajo children. This shows that spoken language is just
one of the factors that affect the way we relate to things, among other
factors, such as the level of education, profession etc.
The experiment was designed by Eleanor Rosch and appeared for the first time in
her On the internal structure of perceptual and semantic categories. My presentation follows
Seamon and Kernick, Psychology, p. 300.
15 Focal colors are nuances paradigmatic for a certain chromatic range.
16 The experiment was designed by J. Carroll şi J. Cassagrande and appeared for the
first time in their article "The Function of Language Classification in Behavior". My
presentation follows D. W. Carroll, Psychology of Language, p. 414.
14
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In conclusion, although, as we have shown strong form of PLR cannot
be defended, some forms of this principle can be justified. The
grammatical structure and the vocabulary of native language, among
other factors, may affect how people perceive the world. Still, only the
empirical observations, obtained by experiments, can elucidate the nature
of this influence.
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Abstract: From a psychological point of view, the system of values represents
an authentic character axis that, by means of its orientation, provides the mark of
essential force to all actions of a human being for the teacher’s personality
structure (particularly for university professors!), this gains additional relevance
as it is implicitly transferred to students during classroom activities as far as all
aspects are concerned.
The study aims at identifying the nucleus of values shared by a group of 28
young professors (less than 15 years of work experience) from “Vasile Alecsandri”
University of Bacău. Starting from the data obtained, the purpose of this study is
to outline their axiological profile in order to relate it with the process of
improving the didactic activity from the perspective of its effects.
Keywords: values, system of values, axiological profile.
1. What do we intend to discuss?
Entering the universe of values has always been a challenge of greatest
interest, open to all possibilities and results. This is due to several
categories of reasons expressing society, the individual and the relation
between the two in the present context: the rhythm and the problems of
contemporary society (external factor); human nature, the need for fixed
reference points and values (internal factor); the relationship between the
individual and society, between the one who generates values but is also,
at the same time, shaped and modeled by the values existing objectively
within a society.
From a pedagogical standpoint, values substantiate the teaching
philosophy characteristic of each teacher, subtly regulating the relationships
between teachers and students, between them and their work. Paula Jorde
Bloom and Lisa Ellis claim that the teacher cannot progress professionally,
cannot develop skills unless he is a reflexive practitioner, or this necessarily
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implies “the examination of the way in which each value and belief
influences his conduct in the classroom”1.
The idea of identifying and analyzing the values that young
university professors hold seems even more interesting as we are now
witnessing an increasingly accentuated and accelerated widening of the crisis of
values in the contemporary society, which raises many question marks
concerning the axiological dimension of the educational act. Some of the
most frequent and powerful questions are: What are the values that may
be successfully transferred upon students? To what extent the values
promoted by the official curriculum are in agreement with the professors’
beliefs? To what extent young university professors are aware of the
values they believe in and that they place at the basis of the didactic
process? These questions are supplemented by an entire additional set of
questions identified by recent studies from the Romanian academic
environment2, focusing on the relevance and necessity of approaching the
values characteristic of academic education as well as on their analysis
within the European context.
From a theoretical point of view, we have performed 2 selections upon
the work of key representatives of Romanian philosophy of values that we
regard as supportive in defining the basic concepts involved in the study.
For Tudor Vianu “values are objects of desire” 3 and despite this
meaning, beyond their personal nature in terms of each individual carrier,
they may also have a general nature, even if we talk about a generality of a
particular kind4. As George Gană also highlighted, their nature is located
in an ideal intermediary zone, mediating the relationship between
conscience and other aspects but keeping autonomous and being possible
only by relation to the other two5. “The values is for us the expression …
of a satisfying adjustment between things and conscience, (…) the ideal
expression of an agreement between I and the world that may be achieved
at any moment”6. From the perspective of our study, the idea is relevant
Bloom, P., J. & Ellis, L., Helping Teachers Identify and Articulate Their Values and
Beliefs, 2009, p.1.
2 Marga, A. (coord.), Trif, E. (rapporteur), Analiza diagnostic - Universitatea şi valorile
sociale, 2009, pp. 1-9.
3 Vianu, T., Studii de filozofia culturii, 1982, p. 44.
4 Ibidem, pp. 58-62.
5 Gană, G., Tudor Vianu şi filozofia culturii, Studiu introductiv la Vianu, T., Studii de
filozofia culturii, 1982, p.17.
6 Vianu, T., op.cit., 1982, p. 117.
1
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for substantiating the modulating, formative effect that values have within
the didactic process.
Within Petre Andrei’s conception of values we have identified the
distinction that he draws between knowledge of values and transposition
of values into actions: “we have, on the one hand, a process of knowing
the values, a theoretical process which is accomplished through existential
judgments and, on the other hand, a practical process, the expression of
which are value judgments” 7 . This distinction shall be useful in
conducting and completing the study upon the values that young
university professors believe in, to the extent in which we shall combine
and turn to advantage both types of judgments.
The current issues of training teachers and enhancing the quality of
their activity is increasingly correlated with the way in which the
particularity of the didactic process is accounted for.
Thus, understanding it has been transformed by highlighting certain
effects which lend additional focus to teaching-learning as a predominantly
moral dimension, “a morals and value-based process” 8. In line with this
trend also lies the analysis coordinated by Andrei Marga in which the
author clearly underlines the fact that “When we speak of values in higher
education we refer to, from the many uses of the term, that connotation
which overlaps value with the field of moral, right, art. We are nowadays after
a relatively long tradition of autonomous approaches to values (and
syntagms such as les valeurs d‟une société (Malraux), le systeme de valeurs

d‟une société (Sartre) have become common usage). In any case, we may
approach higher education from multiple perspectives such as its
efficiency, availability, quality, concern for students etc., but also from the
perspective of incorporating values” 9 . Simultaneously, it is necessary to
articulate and turn to a higher advantage the scientific content of the
didactic process with its axiological dimension (core values) (in fact,
complementary aspects!).
Regarding the quality of teacher training, there are projections of it10
according to which there may be identified 5 generic dimensions of teaching
Andrei, P., Filosofia valorii, 1945, p. 68.
Mergler, A., Making The Implicit Explicit: Values And Morals, 2008, p.1.
9 Marga, A. (coord.), Trif, E. (rapporteur), Analiza diagnostic - Universitatea şi valorile
sociale, 2009, p. 4.
10 Dimensions of teaching, Developed by the Standards Council of the Teaching
Profession, p. 1.
7
8
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within its structure, including the one called professional requirements that
involves the ability to demonstrate positive values and favorable attitudes
towards the professional practices of teaching and learning.
2. How do we intend to approach the issue?
The issue we are approaching consists of the general human values
shared by a group of young professors from Vasile Alecsandri University of
Bacău, Romania.
Although in the form of a micro-research, the study represents the
second stage of identifying the values that university professors from
Bacău believe in, which are placed at the foundation of their own lives, of
the relationship with students and that, wittingly and/or unwittingly,
willingly and/or unwillingly, are handed down to these. The first stage of
this study focused upon the values held by university professors from
Bacău with a work experience above 20 years, with the purpose of a
subsequent comparative analysis.
As in the previous stage, 28 subjects from Vasile Alecsandri University
of Bacău took part in this study. The structure of the subjects group was
double-layered, according to the field of knowledge that they represent
and according to gender.
According to the field of knowledge to which the professors belong,
the structure of the subjects groups is highlighted in Table no. 1:
Table no. 1. The structure of the group according to the professor’s type of
specialization
Type of specialization
Teachers
Percentage
Technical-engineering
14
50
subjects
14
50
Socio-humanistic subjects
Total
28
100
According to the gender of the respondents, the structure of the group
is highlighted in Table no. 2:
Table no. 2. The structure of the group according to gender
Gender
Teachers
Percentage
Women
14
50
Men
14
50
Total
28
100
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Overall, the research involved 28 subjects, with the structure of the
group as follows: women: 14 (7 for the real/engineering sciences profile,
respectively 7 for the socio-humanistic profile); men: 14 (7 for the
real/engineering sciences profile, respectively 7 for the socio-humanistic
profile).
All the teachers have a work experience below 15 years, in higher
education. The average age of the subjects group is highlighted in Table
no. 3:
Table no. 3. Average work experience in higher education
Profile

Gender
Technical-engineering
subjects
Socio-humanistic subjects

Women

Men

15,14 years

11,14 years

10,28 years

11,28 years

The idea behind the choice of the criterion of work experience in the 2
stages of the research lies in comparing the values that are defining for
teachers formed before and after 1989, respectively university professors
trained before the fall of the communist regime in Romania and university
professors trained after 1990, in the context of a democratic political
regime, in order to compare, from the perspective of shared values, the
two generations of professors.
The qualitative research was conducted at Vasile Alecsandri
University of Bacău during September – October 2012. The research tool
consisted of a questionnaire with 13 open-ended items. For the items that
required a hierarchization of the respondents’ options, the score of each
value was established as follows: 3 points for the value situated on the first
position, 2 points for the value from the second position, 1 point for the
value situated on the third position.
3. What data did we obtain?
The application of the questionnaire, the collection of data and its
systematization resulted in a series of information that we have
synthetically presented in a table. Based on these, we shall successively
interpret, item by item, the data we have obtained.
For Item no. 1, professors were asked to identify the Fundamental value
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of a life lived in a meaningful way. The hierarchy of their options for this
value is reflected in Table no. 4.
Table no. 4 - The hierarchy of values of a meaningful life
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Family,
Faith in God,
Truth, 2 p.
Solidarity, 2 p.
3 p.
4 p.
Good 2 p.
It results from Table no. 4 that the fundamental value of a meaningful
life is, by ranks, family (4p), faith in God (3p) or truth, solidarity, good (2p
each). There is a low score obtained by the respective values in the choices
made by the young university professors. This may be as a result of the
high degree of dispersion of their answers. Besides the values hierarchized
above, their answers also include other 16 distinct values, rather different
from one another, ranking from work and life sobriety to creativity and
independence. There is also a number of 3 non-answers, as well as a
position of rejecting all fundamental values of a meaningful life which is
regarded as an “illusion”.
For Item no. 2, the professors were asked to hierarchize the First three
values that they believe in mostly. The systematization of the answers led to
the ranking of these values. This may be found in Table no. 5.
Table no. 5 - The hierarchy of the first three values that university professors
believe in mostly
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Equity,
1. Respect, 13 p.
Faith in God,
8 p.
2. Work assiduity,
19 p.
13 p.
According to the data in Table no. 5, we may identify 4 values that are
mostly esteemed by the young university professors. The value equity is
clearly on top, scoring 19p, twice as much as the rank 3 value, faith in God,
8p, with respect and work assiduity as rank II values, with an equal score of
13p. Although not cumulating relevant scores for this item, there are,
nevertheless, in the hierarchy, values such as: justice, 4p; freedom and
creativity, 3p each.
For Item no. 3, university professors were asked to hierarchize the first
three values that they least believe in. The systematized data allowed for the
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realization of the respective hierarchy. This may be followed in Table no.
6.
Table no. 6 - The hierarchy of the first three values that university professors least
believe in
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Deceit,
1. Opportunism, greed,
Money
hypocrisy,
cunning, 15p.
(financial success)
10 p.
2. Inequality among
20 p.
people, 15 p.
It is more than noteworthy to appreciate that, in agreement with the
data in Table no. 6, the young university professors do not believe in
deceit (hypocrisy) to a large extent, 20p, in opportunism and inequality,
15p and in the value of money (as a purpose in itself, probably!), 10p. With
fewer options, these express their lack of trust in courage or modesty, 6p,
respectively in political values, 4 p.
For Item no. 4, university professors had to identify the basic value
regulating the relationship with oneself. Based on the data collected, a
hierarchy of the options of young university professors could be drawn
for this value. This is reflected in Table no. 7.
Table no. 7 - the hierarchy of values regulating the relationship with oneself
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Personal and
Respect for work, Morality, 2 p.
professional
for oneself, for
Equity, 2 p.
development,
others,
Self-confidence,
2 p.
4 p.
Freedom, 2 p.
3 p.
Truth, 2 p.
Although the data in Table no. 7 allows for the hierarchization of a
number of 7 values that regulate the relationship of young university
professors with their own person, other 12 values were mentioned, such
as: integrity, sobriety, durability of thoroughly done work, dignity.
For Item no. 5, university professors were asked to identify the values
involved in the relationship with others. The systematization of the data
recorded yielded the hierarchy from Table no. 8.
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Table no. 8 - The hierarchy of values involved in the relationship with others
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Equity,
Respect,
Character/moral
verticality/integrity,
5 p.
4 p.
3 p.
Like for the preceding item, for item 5 also, young university
professors identified a large number of values contributing to their
relationship with others. What is interesting is the correspondence of the
values of rank II and III from Table no. 8 with the same rank from the
preceding Table, with a difference of 1 point, which may be regarded as
axiological constancy.
For Item no. 6, university professors were asked to identify the values
related to their work. The data systematized for this purpose led to the
hierarchization of this value which is shown in Table no. 9.
Table no. 9 - The hierarchy of values involved in the relationship with one’s work
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Professionalism,
Responsibility,
Assiduity,
7 p.
6 p.
3 p.
In terms of values related to one’s work, according to the data in Table
no. 9, young university professors shift the axiological focus (appreciating
professionalism, responsibility and assiduity) as well as the scores (that
are higher, between 3 to 7p), as compared to the answers from the
preceding items.
For Item no. 7, university professors were asked to find the most
important value for the activity of a university professor. The hierarchy based
on the systematized data may be seen in Table no. 10.
Table no. 10 - The hierarchy of the most important values for the activity of a
university professor
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
1. Passion, 4 p.
1. Equity, 3 p.
1. Dignity, 2 p.
2. Professional,
2. Responsibility,
2. Work, 2 p.
continuous
3. Honesty,
3
p.
2 p.
improvement, 4 p
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Taking into consideration the fact that item 7 yielded 20 values as
axiological support for the activity of a university professor, we may
account for the low scores in the hierarchy (2-4p). Besides the values
highlighted in Table no. 10, the data obtained also point to other values
which got just 1 point, such as: respect, empathy, originality. Sometimes,
the values are not clearly separated from other elements of the professor’s
personality structure (psychopedagogic skills) or from other processes
which ensure an enhanced quality to the didactic process (self-knowledge,
self-improvement) with which they are intermingled.
For Item no. 8, university professors were asked to hierarchize the
most dangerous counter-values in the contemporary world. The
systematization of the data collected yielded the hierarchy of these
counter-values. This is shown in Table no. 11.
Table no. 11 - The hierarchy of the most dangerous counter-values in the
contemporary world
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Deceit,
Ignorance,
Incompetence/
superficiality,
30 p.
15 p.
7 p.
As we may see in Table no. 11, the highest score was obtained by far
by the incrimination of deceit, 30p, regarded by young university professors
as the most dangerous counter-value. Ignorance, 15p, and incompetence
(superficiality), 7 p obtained scores reduced by half. Other counter-values
included: opportunism, amateurism, 4p each, injustice, 3p.
For Item no. 9, university professors were asked to hierarchize the key
values that higher education should nowadays inculcate to students. The results
obtained led to the hierarchy in Table no. 12.
Table no. 12 - The hierarchy of the key values that higher education should
inculcate to students
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Professionalism
Dignity
Equity
9 p.
5 p.
4 p.
The values regarded as most important to be inculcated to students
are, according to Table no. 13, professionalism, 9p; dignity, 5p; equity, 4p.
Some professors also plead for values such as responsibility and respect.
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For Item no. 10, university professors were asked to hierarchize the
values that should guide a worthy man. The data systematized led to the
hierarchization of this value which may be seen in Table no. 13.
Table no. 13 - The hierarchy of values guiding a worthy man
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Equity/fair play
Respect
Dignity
17 p.
15 p.
6 p.
Table no. 13 shows the hierarchization of the values that define a
worthy man, in full correlation with the data highlighted previously:
equity, respect, dignity. Young university professors also point to other
relevant values such as: altruism, honor, good, truth, each with 5p, at a
minimum distance from the rank III value.
For Item no. 11, young university professors were asked to formulate a
final message for their students. Here are some of the most relevant ones:
Women, engineering sciences: You can do more than you think you can!;
Believe in yourselves and always take the right path although it may be
the hardest!; Never stop searching!; Chose a profession that you will
practice with talent and passion until retirement!; Be men!; Never forget to
be students!
Women, socio-humanistic sciences: You will accompany yourselves
wherever you may go!; Always try to be better professionals and humans!;
Take whatever is offered to you, take risks and never regret anything!;
Reflect upon what you read!; Never forget to be worthy men!; Be honest
with yourselves and with the others!; Nothing is impossible as long as you
trust your own forces!.
Men, engineering sciences: Never lose confidence, hope and faith!; Aim
higher!; Trust in yourselves!; Meditate!; Believe in your own worth, keep
working, cherish the authentic Romanian spirit and promote it by any
means!; Be moral!
Men, socio-humanistic sciences: Never lose your self-confidence!; Read!;
Turn your skills and knowledge to the best advantage no matter where
you are!; What your teachers claim is not absolute truth but their own path
towards it!; Believe in what you do!; Respect yourselves! Do what you feel
like doing!
In an attempt to synthesize the values highlighted in the ideas
previously expressed, we may find the same moral orientation of the values
supported by the young university professors. Among these, there are:
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trust, justice, passion, epistemic curiosity, courage, honesty, faith, respect,
values that were already mentioned, in one form or another, with the
other items.
For Item no. 12, university professors were asked to identify the value
that will always save/preserve humankind. The hierarchy in Table no. 14 relies
upon the systematization of the data obtained for this item.
Table no. 14 - The hierarchy of the values that will save/preserve humankind
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Faith in God,
Love (for others)
Equity/
Scientific
11 p.
4 p.
knowledge 2 p.
Together with the values from Table no. 14 that have the role of
saving/preserving humankind (faith in God, love for others, equity/scientific
knowledge) the young university professors also pointed to other important
values such as: communication, dignity, solidarity, honesty.
For Item no. 13, university professors were asked to hierarchize the
values that the future society needs. The data obtained allowed us to
systematize these values and to draw up their hierarchy which may be
observed in Table no. 15.
Table no. 15 - The hierarchy of values that the future society needs
Hierarchy
Rank I
Rank II
Rank III
Faith in God,
Respect,
Professionalism,
14 p.
12 p.
11 p.
It is interesting to notice that the first value in the hierarchy from
Table no. 15 is the same with the one from the preceding item (faith in God),
also having a similar score (14p as compared to 11p), given that the items
involved only the disjunction between the value appreciated as preserving
humankind and the value that the future society needs. The rank II and
rank III values are different and scored much higher (respect, 12p and
professionalism, 11p) being completed by other relevant values such as:
solidarity, professional competence, justice.
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4. Results and relevance
Synthetically, the data obtained may be systematized in Table no. 16:
Item
Values rank I/score
no.
1.
Family
4 p.
2.
Equity
19 p.
3.

Deceit, hypocrisy
20 p.

4.

Personal and professional
development,
4 p.

5.

Equity
5 p.
Professionalism
7 p.
Passion, 4 p.
Continuous professional
improvement
4p
Deceit
30 p.
Professionalism
9 p.
Equity
/fair play
17 p.
Faith in God
11 p.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
12.
13.

Faith in God
14 p.
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Values rank
II/score
Faith in God
3 p.
Respect, 13 p.
Work
assiduity, 13
p.
Opportunism,
greed,
cunning, 15 p.
Inequality
among
people, 15p.
Respect for
work, for
oneself, for
others
3 p.
Respect
4 p.
Responsibility
6 p.
Equity, 3 p.
Responsibility
3 p.

Values rank III/score
Truth/Solidarity/Good
2 p.
Faith in God
8 p.
Money
(financial success)
10 p.

Morality/Equity/
Self-confidence/
Freedom/Truth, 2 p.
Character/moral verticality
/integrity, 3 p.
Perseverance
3 p.
Dignity/Work/
Honesty
2 p.

Ignorance
15 p.
Dignity
5 p.
Respect
15 p.

Incompetence/superficiality
7 p.
Equity
4 p.
Dignity
6 p.

Love (for
others)
4 p.
Respect
12 p.

Equity/
Scientific knowledge, 2 p.
Professionalism
11 p.
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Truth (Deceit) 50 p.

Respect 47 p.
Equality
among
people/
Faith in God 25 p.
(Inequality
Professionalism/professional among
people)
development 24 p.
Knowledge
(Ignorance)
15p.

Professionalism 11 p.

Success (Financial success,
Money) 10p.
Dignity/ Faith in God
/Equity 8p.

Work
assiduity 13p.

In agreement with Table no. 16, Graph no. 1 reveals the first 3 values
from the three-step hierarchy that come across as defining for the entire
group of university professors investigated.
Graph no. 1 -The hierarchy of the first 3 values according to ranks
50
40
30
20
10
0
Rang 1

Rang 2

Truth (Deceit)
Professionalism
(In)equality among people/ignorance
Professionalism

Rang 3
Faith in God
Respect
Work assiduity
Success (Financial success, money)

The synthesis of the data provided by the two tools above indicate:
1. The existence of an axiological set that is defining for the investigated
young university professors;
2. The first three values that got the highest scores on the level of the
investigated group are truth, 50p and respect, 47p (with very similar scores)
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and professionalism, 11p (at a great distance). From this hierarchy, we may
notice the prevalence of moral values (that accumulate together a high score,
97p) upon the professional ones (that are less represented, 11p).
3. The values situated on the second position are faith in God, 25p,
knowledge and equality among people, 15p and success (not financial success!),
10p. These data reveal the prevalence of the spiritual, professional and
moral values in relation to material values. We may notice the fact that the
incrimination of inequality among people and of financial success has
been interpreted by us as signifying, by counter percentage, esteem for the
opposed values.
4. On the third position of each rank are the values of professionalism,
24p, work assiduity, 13p. and, with equal scores, the values of dignity,
respectively faith in God and equity, 8p. We may notice that the score of
professionalism is higher than the sum of the other two values, allowing
us to interpret that whereas the first one is rather a value-goal, the other
two may be regarded as values-means.
5. Regarding all the values identified and hierarchized, cumulating
the scores obtained at the level of the 3 ranks, we may highlight the
following values, in score order: truth, 50p; respect, 47p; professionalism,
35p; faith in God, 33p; knowledge and equality among people, 15p (each); work
assiduity, 13p.; success, 10p; dignity, respectively, equity, 8p (each);
6. Although following this analysis the number of values identified as
being part of the axiological portrait of the young university professor is
relatively wide (10 values) and leads us towards a relatively wide range of
values, we may highlight several data that we associate as hopeful: the
concern of this category of professors for the issue of values (given by the very
small number of non-answers, 3 cases!); their interest in metareflection (after
filling in the questionnaire, many of them declared themselves pleased
with the idea of our study and appreciated as quite useful and efficient the
exercise of reflecting upon one’s values); the prevalence of moral and spiritual
values (at the expense of material values!).
The way in which this axiological portrait of the young professor in
our university is constructed is shown in Graph no. 2.
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Graph no. 2. – The final axiological portrait of the young university professor
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5. Conclusions and lines for developing the research
The results obtained, systematized and presented in this investigatory
study confirm most of the theoretical studies invoked in the theoretical
part from the first stage of the research.
We appreciate as extremely relevant the way in which young university
professors guide themselves, in all their systems of relations (a meaningful life,
the relationship with one’s own person, with one’s work, with students,
the hypostasis of worthy man, the values that will always save/preserve
humankind, the need for values of the future society), by the perimeter of
moral values. The scientific value (knowledge) is located in the middle of
the hierarchy, on position 5, together with the values of equality among
people (15p each), quite far from the previous moral values but closely
connected to them.
The first two values (truth and respect) cumulate a high score (97p), the
same as the following 4 values (professionalism, faith in God, knowledge, equality
among people). The last 4 values (work assiduity, success, dignity, equity)
cumulate 39 p, a score that is almost equal to the value from the third
position. The fact that the value faith in God obtains a high score (33p) which
places it on the 4th position, at a small distance from professionalism (35p) but
high above the scientific value (knowledge, 15p) may be regarded as a sign of
the national particularity of the professor’s culture, as well as an attempt to
identify a solid, uncontested value in a time of acute moral crisis.
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We appreciate that such studies are particularly useful, both for
knowing the axiological universe of the university professor as well as for
understanding the way in which such a hierarchy of values may be
correlated with the specificity of academic work and, especially, with its
impact upon the students’ process of becoming. We believe that when we
shall be able to compare these data with the ones obtained by
investigating a group of professors from the same university, with over 20
years of work experience, and also with two similar groups of professors
from another university, the data will be enriched significantly.
At the same time we believe that the study of the axiological universe
of teachers may also be extended upon teachers from pre-academic
education, and also upon the students that have chosen to attend training
with a view to building a didactic career.
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SCHOOL (THE MENTOR) - A BENCHMARK OF
SUSTAINING THE RIGHT TO KNOWLEDGE
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Abstract: In this article we would like to emphasize, from a historical point
of view, through arguments and examples, the particularly important roles that
the social environment and education have in the spiritual formation of a young
adult.
Keywords: person’s happiness, heredity-environment-education, great
initiations.
Knowledge represents the supreme manifestation of a person’s
happiness. The cultivation of this belief can come from the inside at a
young age or can be aroused by educators, those who create the
developmental environment.
The culture of any person is determined by heredity-environmenteducation. The current era is sustained by an unprecedented development
of information transmission, by the opening to universality, by the direct
understanding of the cultural values of Europe or countries from other
parts of the world. The selection method of information and the positive
support from schools that allow the access and use of these amazing riches
by pupils and students represent one of its important aspects.
Learning is man’s most noble beauty, it provides glory and happiness
and does not diminish when given. “Learning gives man dignity.”
(Diderot)
We further present two great personalities of human culture, in order
to justify the central idea: any enlightening, any extraordinary realization
in culture can be achieved only by those who have reached a high level of
knowledge of their times, a level surpassed by personal contribution.
What’s more, we remark the importance of their initial formation in
science.
In the eyes of ancient science, the visible order of the universe was
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nothing more than a repercussion of an invisible order, of the cosmogonic
forces and spiritual monads, of the kingdoms of life, of the species, which,
through their unceasing involution in matter, produce the evolution of
life. Modern science only takes count of the exterior, of the crust of the
universe, whereas the science of the ancient temples strived to accentuate
the interior in order to discover the hidden mechanism. Atoms are born of
the vibration of the universal soul. The descendent order of the Forces and
the Souls, inversely proportional to the ascendant order of Life and
Bodies, was the ontology or science of the intangible principles and
constituted the fundament of cosmogony. Therefore, all the great
initiations of India, Egypt, Judah and Greece recognized this order of
principles, of powers, of souls, of generations that comes from the
primordial cause, the ineffable Father. Consequently, involution produces
evolution and explains it.
The initiated, being coherent and transcendent idealists, considered
that the only real things on Earth are the manifestations of Beauty, Love
and spiritual Truth.
Egypt’s contribution to the development of European (Mediterranean)
civilizations has been extensively analyzed and it is difficult to know how
much we owe to the Egyptian antiquity. Its civilization started developing
very early due to the fertility of the country, owing to the Nile and the
pleasant climate, due to the long periods of peace in which society
developed. Greeks, who recognized that geometry originated in Egypt,
took over it and developed it admirably, culminating with Euclid’s work:
“Euclid’s Elements”, a work according to which geometry has been
studied and taught for over twenty-two centuries. We remind you that
“Euclid’s Elements” is the third most widespread book, after the Bible and
the Koran, having been published in over one thousand editions.
A supplementary argument for which the science of mathematics first
developed in Egypt is that there the caste of priests was given enough
time to reflect. The Egyptian calendar, created in the 4th millennium BC, is
a solar calendar and is considered the best calendar of antiquity. In 1937, a
universal calendar project based on the Egyptian calendar was presented
to the League of Nations. The Egyptian priests would express their
thoughts in three ways: the first one was clear and simple, the second was
symbolical and figurative, whereas the third was sacred and hieroglyphic.
A word had three meanings: the literal one, the figurative one and the
transcendent one. For example, literally, Isis is the prototype of a woman,
comparatively she symbolizes all terrestrial nature, whereas superlatively
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she symbolizes the indivisible heavenly nature, the spiritual light that
offers initiation. She will become Eve, symbolizing the being that is, was
and will be.
The Egyptian esoteric monotheism never left its sanctuaries. Its sacred
science remained the privilege of small minorities. The pharaohs remained
students of the Initiated and never reached the status of odious despots,
such as the kings of Babylon. Only two nations endowed with geniuses
were capable of rekindling the torches of knowledge, one of them lighting
the depths of the sky, whereas the other transfiguring the earth: Israel and
Greece.
The Jewish nation brought two essential contributions to
humankind’s history: monotheism and Christianity. Without this moral,
social and religious unity, our planet would have contained only an inert
postulate of religion and of unrealizable science.
In the old sacerdotalisms, spiritual kinship was not represented
through physical paternity. For example, Isaac is considered Abraham’s
son and Jacob is considered Isaac’s son. Even though they were inferior in
the positive science of Egyptian priests, they surpassed them through
moral height and spiritual expansion specific to a life of wandering and
freedom. The divine order translates through social order, through the
family cult, support for the entire tribe, and hospitality towards strangers.
Let us return to mysticism and the use of numbers in the Bible. Most
of the Old Testament is a long sequence of numbers, as though it were a
code sent to us from God. A case in point is The Book of Genesis, the first
book, which starts with the numbering of the days of creation.
Moses, originally named Osarseph, who was an initiated Egyptian
and priest of Osiris, was indisputably the organizer of monotheism. The
word ‘moses’ means ‘the saved one’. He brilliantly passed Isis’s initiation,
proving impressive qualities, such as his iron will, him considering the
trials a game. A synthetic and universal spirit, he elaborated a giant force
in the understanding and use of the sacred numbers, whose fertile
symbolism and applications were then almost never-ending. He felt
comfortable only at the height of the unchanging principles, from where
he would enter into the essence of all phenomena. He studied forms,
cosmography and astronomy, being named by pharaoh Ramses II, the
‘sacred scribe of Osiris’s temple’.
Obligated to seek refuge in the temple of Midian, Moses became
acquainted with the great Ethiopian priest of Midian, Jethro, who had an
important contribution in the formation of his spirituality.
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Humankind developed its rationality, intelligence and free will,
therefore losing its initial spirituality. Earth is the last step of this descent
into matter, which Moses called the departure from Paradise.
The sense of Pythagorean cosmogony is essentially identical to the
one of the prophet of Israel, with its extreme diversity in symbols.
Pythagoras (580 BC- 499 BC) was born on the island of Samos. His
father, Mnesarchus, a Syrian born in Tyre, was repaid with civil rights,
whereas his mother, Pythias, was a descendant of Anceus, the founder of
Samos.
Due to the fact that during his childhood Pythagoras showed
inclinations for all sciences, his father took him to Tyre, assigning him to
the Chaldeans. Pythagoras then travelled to Ionia, where he followed the
school of Pherecydes Of Syros, then to Samos, to the school of
Hermodamas. He was also taught by Anaximander. Pythagoras learned
geometry from the Egyptians, the science of numbers from the
Phoenicians, the science of the sky from the Chaldeans and the cult of
Gods from Magi. He participated in formation rituals in Egypt. He
returned to Samos wishing to found a school of philosophy, but the
tyrannical regime imposed by Polycrates forced him to leave. He then
settled in Crotone where he founded his famous philosophical school.
Pythagoras is considered the organizer of the esoteric science and the
philosophy of schools. He introduced morality, science and religion in his
synthesis, which we name the esoteric doctrine.
His disciples, approximately 600 in total, spread his thinking
throughout the world. The knowledge of truth and error gave man the
possibility to choose. From here came his liberty of choice: either to ascend
through his own efforts towards the great infinity, through enlightenment,
either to descend towards the small infinity. Following secret and intuitive
initiations, science was becoming open and functional, whereas beauty
was created through art.
True belief consists in a silent fidelity of the soul towards itself. In this
way we will perceive Pythagoras and other theosophers, as they believed
that the earthly life is a laborious, yet necessary work that affects will,
whereas the heavenly life is a spiritual growth through which we end
what we have started on Earth. Pythagoras affirmed that “animals are
related to man and man is related to the Gods.”
In Pythagoras’s perception, the apotheosis of man is the creative
activity in the supreme conscience. Through reaching the higher levels of
knowledge, man becomes a demigod. In his view, knowledge is power,
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love is creation, existence- the irradiation of truth and beauty. Pythagoras
would request three qualities from his disciples: the fulfillment of truth
through intelligence, the virtue of the soul and the purity of the body. The
hygiene of the body is a necessary condition for the hygiene of the soul.
Plato took on Pythagoras’s entire metaphysics, having a complete idea
but assembling it with less severity and clarity.
In the 18th century Plato’s “Phaedo” was completed and adapted by
Moses Mendelssohn. Mendelssohn’s “Phaedo” took a place of honor
among German classics. Its apparition was very well received, due to the
fact that in that period the atheism that jeopardized not only humanity’s
tranquility, but also political morals, was at its peak.
Several years after its apparition it was translated in over twenty
editions.
Building an arch in time, studying the schools, the mentors of great
cultural personalities, we can easily deduce the high level that they
achieved through in-depth study. Their studies began in childhood,
through lectures and initiations in the domains in which they were gifted.
Moses Mendelssohn (1729-1786) is the living proof of how a child
without means can become, through diligence and moral will, a cultural
personality, a benefactor of mankind. His father, a teacher, initiated him in
his first texts and encouraged him to study the Holy Scripture. At the age
of ten, the child understood the Bible and had already been introduced to
the Talmud. Fraenkel of Dessau, an experimented rabbi, became the
mentor of the child. He discovered in the child a burning desire for
learning and introduced him to the commentators’ and philosophers‘
opinions of the Bible and the Talmud. The child studied, and then
meditated upon the monument of human spirit, “The Guide of the
Perplexed”, the work of medieval philosopher Maimonides.
At the age of thirteen Moses Mendelssohn was required to follow his
mentor to Berlin, where he had been called. He had a very difficult life in
Berlin, living in a loft and transcribing Hebraic texts. Israel Samsz initiated
him in mathematics. These studies developed his methodical, ordered and
clarified spirit in his further studies of philosophy. A medical practitioner,
Kisch, taught him a quarter of an hour of Latin daily, whereas another,
Gumpetz, helped him learn the modern languages. Until the age of
twenty-four, Moses read the original masterpieces of Ellada and Rome
and the philosophical and scientific works of the French, English and
Italians. His daily worries disappeared when he became a tutor for the
children of a rich silk manufacturer, Bernard, and then his accountant.
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Moses further studied Locke, Spinoza, Leibniz and Wolf. His
friendship with Lessing had a positive influence on his life. He published
“Philosophical Writings” in 1754. In 1763, the Royal Academy of Berlin
proposed an essay competition on the following thesis: “If metaphysical
truths are capable of a mathematical proof?”
Mendelssohn received a prize for his dissertation: “About proof in the
sciences of metaphysics”. His rival in the competition was none other than
Kant. Mendelssohn’s writing was preferred because of its clarity. The
work that won him fame is “Phaedon, or about the immortality of the
soul”.
We would like to accentuate once more that in order to create a breach
in ignorance, we must equip ourselves with an iron will and a noble idea
that must follow us continuously: we will succeed in discovering new
truths.
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Abstract: This paper focuses on the use of web media in university education
as a means of stimulating self-formative processes, leading to lifelong learning.
The proliferation of web media products has a direct impact on the educational
field, especially for academia. It is therefore necessary to have an educational
process reengineering in order to exploit the potential of the web media, but also to
prepare students to be selective users of the media products. The study presents an
analysis of the web media products potential for the education, but offers also
concrete examples of web media involvement in university courses for the
teaching information and communication technology specialty applied in various
socio-economic fields.
Keywords: web media, auto-formative processes, lifelong learning,
university education.
1. Structuring the use of media in formal, non-formal and informal
education.
Current technological developments led to the emergence of new
media available on the Web, as well as enhancing interactivity through
social networking. In addition, increased accessibility to high technology
and information resources creates the premises of the development of the
digital skills and of the informal learning even at an early age. The actual
generations have a greater sensitivity to the use of web media in the
learning process, being it a planned, structured and teacher directed one
or an independent, spontaneous and non-linear one. In this context, using
media in the educational processes, especially in academia, becomes part
of the curriculum. Thus, in an attempt to structure the actual media used
in university teaching practice, one can identify the following main
components:
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 Online media (eLearning, eBooks, games and online simulations,
wikis, online dictionaries and encyclopedias, thematic or
organizational portals and web sites, thematic forums etc.);
 Scientific and educational TV;
 Scientific and educational radio.
The use of specific media is shaped according to needs of each form of
education:
 Formal education: the education system, hierarchically
structured and chronologically graded, from primary school
through university completion, including, besides the
general academic studies, various specialized training
programs (courses and training organized by educational
institutions)1.
 Informal Education: the actual process of lifelong learning,
in which each individual form their attitudes, they
internalize or clarify certain values, skills and knowledge
acquired from everyday experience, drawing on influences
and educational resources in the environment in which they
live - the family and neighbors, the work place, the market /
stores, the library or media2. Informal education 3 is in some
cases partially directed (training / informal tutoring, semiguided visits) or completely independent (self-learning,
group learning, practice, non-guided visits and so on).
 Non-formal education: any organized educational activity
outside the existing formal system - whether it is conducted
separately or as an important element of a broader activity that is intended to meet the educational needs of a particular
group and to achieve clearly settled goals 4 . In non-formal
education, organization and planning of the learning must be
undertaken by students, in a "bottom-up" approach, the
participatory principle being the philosophy of this type of
Cerghit, I., Mass-media şi educaţia tineretului şcolar, Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică,
Bucureşti, 1972, p. 39
2 ibidem
3 Costea, O., Cerchez, M., Sarivan, L., Educaţia nonformală şi informală: realităţi şi
perspective în şcoala românească, Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică, Bucureşti, 2009, p.88.
4 Cerghit, I., Mass-media şi educaţia tineretului şcolar, Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică,
Bucureşti, 1972, p. 39
1
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education, which involves both participation in their own
development (understanding needs and finding appropriate
solutions training in these areas) and in the community /
society life 5 . Non-formal education programs have special
conducted courses based on combining theory with practice,
learning in the classroom with the remote, open and other
ways of education6.
Intelligent systems present new processes for the systematic
integration of formal and informal learning into a single experience that
aligns with existing curriculum 7 , combined also with the institutional
education system.
Structuring media by type of education (formal, non-formal and
informal) is shown in Figure 1.
Including use of media in supporting educational processes supports
the necessary changes in education, being necessary to abandon the
traditional approach in favor of one closer to current reality and
technological changes.
In planning educational processes in a new approach is necessary to
take into account the specific principles that underpin the ongoing process
of learning8:
 Learning is a non-linear process;
 Learning is an active process;
 Learning is a constructive process;
 Learning is a social process;
 Learning is a continuous process that does not end with the
conclusion of institutionalized education process.

Fordham, P. E., Informal, non-formal and formal education programmes, in YMCA
George Williams College ICE301 Lifelong Learning Unit 2, London, 1993, p. 102.
6 Costea, O., Cerchez, M., Sarivan, L., Educaţia nonformală şi informală: realităţi şi
perspective în şcoala românească, Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică, Bucureşti, 2009, p.88.
7 Polson, D., Morgan, C., Towards an intelligent learning system for the natural born
cyborg. Journal of the Research Center for Educational Technology, 6(1). 2010, p. 192.
8 Trinchero (2010).
http://www.onair.medmediaeducation.it/workingtoolsandlinks.aspx
5
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Formal education – teacher’s
coordination
Character
planned
systematic
organized
institutionalized
Non-formal education – teacher’s
support
Character
student centered
process outside the
classroom
flexible
independent process
systematic
content shaped according
the students’ interests

Using media means
 The media resources are indicated by the
teacher as additional learning materials

Using structured media means for independent
learning
 eLearning
 eBooks
 Wikis, dictionaries /online encyclopedia
 Journals, TV

Informal education – without a
Using independently structured and/or
formal support /teacher’s
unstructured media means for learning
coordination
 Identification of media resources
Character
 Selection, filter and evaluation of media
spontaneous
resources
non-continuous
 eBooks, WIKIs, portals and web sites
independent process
 Online forums
non- systematic
 TV, radio, journals
without constraints,
standards
Figure 1 – Using media means in the formal, non-formal, informal education

Consequently, since 1998, Don Tapscott identifies interactivity in
learning as the main feature of these changes and named eight points of
interest9:
 From linear learning to media learning;
 From instruction to construction and discovery;
 From teacher-centered education to learner-centered education;
 From using only the memory to learn how to find information, to
understand it and how to learn;
 From school to lifelong learning;
 From standardization to customization;
9 Tapscott, D., Growing Up Digital: The Rise of the Net Generation, Mc Graw Hill, New
York, 1998, p.28.
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 From compulsory learning to leisure learning;
 From the teacher as a "transmitter" to the teacher as an attendant.
The specificity of the new web 2.0 technologies can enhance learning
by using appropriate tools and applications 10 . In this online social
environment, the direct learning potential and the importance of selfexpression increase. The leaner’s involvement produces positive effects on
learning, going beyond a simple information transfer process. The control
belongs to the learner, which radically changes the conduct of a classic
learning process. In this context, it could be said that the Web 2.0 and
online courses are "a beautiful collision between technology and
education, people and information, ideas and communication, diversity
and unity, culture and community, students and experts" 11.
User-generated digital content multiply their usefulness if we look
from the perspective of a network. In a report Futurelab12 is denoted as
follows13:
"Castells, for example, argues that the network is the foundation
underlying the structure of social organization in the 21st century - which
is in and through networks, both real and virtual ones. This view is
supported by Demos, who argues that networks are "the most important
form of organization of our time" and that acceptance of what is described
as "the logic of the networks" will change significantly the way we
perceive and understand the world, as well the tools we use to navigate
online. The ability to understand how to join and how to build these
networks, the tools you need, as well as defining the purpose and
intention becomes skills increasingly important. This concept of "network
society" raises the question of what it means to be "educated" today? What skills, what ways of learning and working what knowledge and
competences are required to operate with these networks? It is necessary
10 Costea, O., Cerchez, M., Sarivan, L., Educaţia nonformală şi informală: realităţi şi
perspective în şcoala românească, Ed. Didactică şi Pedagogică, Bucureşti, 2009, p.88
11 Armentano, T., An eLearning resource center,
http://terenceonline.blogspot.com/2007/03/ online-courses-enhance-universities.html,
2007
12 Rudd T., Morrison J., Facer, K., Gifford C., What if...? Re-imagining learning spaces,
http://www2.futurelab.org.uk/resources/publications-reports-articles/openingeducation-reports/2006
13 Apostu, D., C., Social Media pentru Învãţãmântul Superior, ediţie online,
http://uefiscdi. gov.ro/Upload/666f3b1d-a364-4bbe-9902-0bbf516324df.pdf, Bucureşti,
2011, p. 8
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to ask whether the current education system, which is not built on the
networks philosophy, but is based on individual acquisitions of
knowledge and competences can support the development of skills
necessary for successfully interacting with these environments.
The web 2.0 environment has a significant impact on education,
changing education perspective. A key element is the "wisdom of crowds
or the groups’ powers" 14 that gets out from the influence of the
educational institutions, which may cause a threat especially for the
universities which are acting as centers of knowledge, research and
innovation. Experts are concerned because of the danger of amateurism,
which can proliferate freely on the Web. There are manifested fears about
intellectual property rights on digital content, given the free access to
information.
There are sure prerequisites for a participatory education, where
teachers and students change roles during the educational process. This
raises the participatory culture that is more attractive, providing a greater
degree of freedom and being student-centered.
Existing experience showed advantages and disadvantages of
integrating media resources and, especially Internet, in the educational
processes. Besides the main advantages consisting in: the easy access to
information and the accessibility at any time and from anywhere, the
participatory nature of the digital information generation and so on, there
are disadvantages of which the most significant are: uncertainties related
to the authenticity and validity of digital information, the lack of property
rights for the digital content producers, the proliferation of the
dilettantism and the possible lack of quality.
In principle, it is important to capitalize the advantages and to avoid
disadvantages, which can be done by increasing the selectivity and
filtering of information and the constructive use of the social networks
created. Thus, the capacity for the critical analysis and evaluation
represent the key skills to be developed to the pupils/students in order to
intelligently and efficiently use digital information.

Anderson, P., What is Web 2.0? Ideas, Technologies and Implications for Education.
JISC, Feb 2007. Available online at:
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/services/techwatch/reports/
horizonscanning/hs0701.aspx, p. 15
14
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2. Examples of the practice of using digital media in education
For illustrating the capitalisation of the use of the web media means it
has been analyzed the use of these resources in teaching the discipline of
information and communication technology (ICT) for economic field. In
this case, students / master students are trained to become intelligent and
selective users of the IT products and of the information distributed
through online channels. In addition, they are trained and as well as
producers of digital content distributed via digital media channels (web
sites, organisational portals, news letters and so on).
ICT discipline being taught in faculties with a socio-economic profile
aims and skills training necessary for an applications developer with a low
degree of difficulty. To this end, besides the concepts explanation and
clarification, examples of their application are presented, the students /
master students having to solve various issues involving intensive use of
digital media. The main interactions of students /master students with
digital media skills in ICT are illustrated in Figure 2.
In the most cases the formal educational methods are combined with
non-formal methods, ensuring preconditions for transition to informal
education, as a continuous process.
In the case of the ICT discipline, as in other cases, progress is
extremely fast, which creates a significant gap between the development
of the information in digital format versus in paper format. Consequently,
the news in the ICT field are published in the web, especially provided by
the producers of software products and technologies, which have the
greatest potential for research and innovation in the field. Therefore, they
are directly interested in market penetration of the new technologies and
products, and get users familiar with the use and integration of the new
products within existing systems, providing the adequate information for
the professionals and ICT users. In addition, experts’ and users’
communities are particularly active in this field, providing examples of
best practice solutions to various situations of incompatibility between
different software products, and suggestions for errors.
Consequently, within the educational process, the online research and
documentation are very important, indicating references to various web
addresses that contain significant information in the field represents a
current practice.
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Competences for using online digital
media means
-

-

Intelligent users

-

Online research and
documentation capacity in order to
efficiently use the equipment and
software products
Online information using various
media channels related to
equipments and software products
Evaluation capacity of the digital
information in the ICT area
Capacity of using online software
products
Capacity of participation in the
online tests
Knowledge and use of the most
recent ICT technologies
e-Learning
Online communication skills

Competences for using online
digital media means
-

Software
developers

-

Online documentation capacity in
order to understand the
functionality of the software
products and to remove some
errors
Knowledge and use of the newest
ICT technologies
Knowledge and use of the
freeware products
Online communication skills

Competences for using online
digital media means
-

Producători de
conţinut digital

-

-

Digital content development
skills
Capacity to design and develop
web sites and organizational
portals
Online communication skills

Using online digital
media
-

Online documentation
(WIKIs, Websites,
dictionaries etc.)
Online browsing
Filter and evaluation of
digital media
information
Using open source
platforms and freeware
products
e-Learning
Forums, online
socialization tools
socializare online

Using online digital media

-

Using open source
platforms and
freeware products
e-Learning
Forums, online
socialization tools

Using online digital media

-

Web sites
Portals
Forums, online
socialization tools

Figure 2 – Using digital media means
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In this way, digital resources being indicated, the students/master
students have access to reliable information, being not necessary to
evaluate the credibility of the information. Of course, appraisal digital
content, interpretation and understanding the digital content are the
students’ responsibility. The student will make the effort of learning
independently, then trying to apply the knowledge acquired by diagrams,
instructions, directions given by the teacher. This process is directed by
the teacher, student’s/master student's having the opportunity to
independently learn certain concepts, discover some tools and try to apply
them to specific themes, works, projects that have to be done to acquire
certain digital skills. Some examples in this respect for the ICT discipline
are as follows:
 Students become familiar with a particular version of a software
product and have the purpose to identify the innovations of the
new version, both in terms of functionality and operational mode
(e.g.: Microsoft products, financial and accounting software
products, enterprise resource planning software products,
document management software products, digital information etc.).
After identifying and understanding the innovations, the students
present the information to their colleagues, participating in the
exchanges of ideas, the teacher acting as a mediator and specialist
for clarifying the situation in case of ambiguities. Students can then
proceed to use the new version. It should be noticed that besides
using the Web media, the students are involved in self-formative
and collaborative processes. Students are accustomed to distinguish
between commercial information and technical information. The
producers and their portals represent the main sources of
information for the software and hardware, consequently the
technical information is presented in a commercial manner, because
the producers are market oriented. The exercise to discern between
useful information (technical data, explanations, comparisons) and
marketing information facilitates the development of the
competence of assessment the digital media information, that will
be useful for the professional activity.
 Concepts, principles and techniques used in ICT are introduced to
students, and they are asked to find themselves some elements
which have not been introduced by the teacher, but are necessary to
achieve the goals settled and to carry out the activities needed for
their projects and practical tasks. If they have difficulties, the
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exchange of information and ideas among students is encouraged,
and only when they cannot solve alone the situation, the teacher
will interfere. Apart from these cases, the students use various
online software products, in order to perform various projects and
evaluations. In this case, they learn to use open source and freeware
software products.
In other cases, students are asked to identify new elements in ICT field
according to some specific topics and to present to their colleagues the
findings. By submitting the identified results to their colleagues, the
efficiency of the documentation and learning process is increased as the
students are documenting each on a specific topic, share the information
and consequently all will benefit from the results obtained by the whole
group. So, the students have the responsibility to navigate online for the
identification of the information. Thus, they should find themselves their
information and documentation sources, to assess their reliability, to
evaluate the quality of the information, to integrate information from
multiple sources and summarizes news, indicating the source of the
information. On this occasion they learn to use the advanced search means
to identify with greater accuracy the appropriate digital information
accessible on the Web.
Another way of using media resources in the ICT discipline addresses
the way of formulating specifications for information systems (equipment
and software), and estimating the necessary budget for the procurement.
In this case, students need to be informed about the current market offer,
which involves documentation using various media channels. Students
have the opportunity to use multiple sources of information provided by
the companies producing/supplying these products through various
media (press, television, web space). They need to analyze, compare and
evaluate data in order to draw up a specification for an auction and to
evaluate several offers. In this case, students must discern between
commercial and technical information, because they have to gather
information navigating on the hardware and software vendors’ web sites.
Students consult this information from online stores or from the web sites
of the ICT products distribution companies, where the information
provided is basically commercial. Thus, students have to understand the
nature of the commercial/promotional message and to evaluate technical
information they need, including price-quality ratio in order to produce a
specification and to formulate criteria for the selection of different offers
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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and for the direct or tender purchase.
The IT projects have in general a multidisciplinary character generally
discipline, aimed at the application of ICT tools in solving socio-economic
problems. In this case, the students in order to develop the projects,
should gather information, both in terms of scope of the application and in
terms of ICT, which involves the use of various digital resources. Finally,
they acquire the skills to develop individual and team applications with a
low level of difficulty. Some of the projects, carried out either individually
or in a group (maximum 3-4 persons) involves digital media production,
such as: promotional printed products (leaflets, posters, flyers),
promotional digital multimedia presentations (organizational, touristic,
educational events etc.), promotion on the Web (web sites, portals).
Students/master students are thus initiate in producing digital
content structured as information and promotion materials, multimedia
presentations, web pages or portals. On this occasion they learn the
principles of designing and developing such promotion and
communication tools, using a multimedia approach. Thus, the students /
master students acquire the skills for developing these materials, using
both knowledge and artistic skills to ensure the accuracy and
attractiveness of the outcomes. To carry out the activities required by the
digital multimedia production, the students need to have:
 technical skills in ICT for multimedia digitization of the materials
designed;
 skills related to the specialty for which the promotion is aimed
(economic, tourism, education etc.), in order to define the adequate
message and the appropriate content;
 aesthetics-related skills for ensuring an attractive character to the
digital materials designed.
Thus students/master students, besides their status of media users,
become producers of media content, using the principles learned in the
development of quality multimedia products, aiming at being used
locally, as printed materials or as information published on the Web. The
students’/master students’ achievements in this field are remarkable, they
managed to achieve very attractive media content. Some outstanding
examples are the following:
 Students’ website (a website made entirely by students and
designed to be linked to the university website, to have a view on
the entire educational process, integrating in the image of the
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university the students’ perspective - the main sections of the
portal: News and events within the university student life; news
and events at national and international level; students’ projects;
thematic students’ forums to solve issues/projects from different
disciplines; entertainment);
 multimedia project "Old and New in Bucharest" (multidisciplinary
project that provides a view insight into the life history of the city
and its current life, integrating images, animation and sound);
 various multimedia projects designed by students on various topics
(institutional presentation, teaching projects - Faculty of
Educational Sciences, etc.).
Another important aspect is related to the evaluation of digital media.
One of the themes for the students / master students is aimed at
evaluating organizational web sites/portals. In this way, students can
assess the quality of portals/web sites using specific principles of digital
media and become demanding users, who could formulate coherent
requirements for the experts who develop such tools, or could be also
potential producers of digital content.
Experimentally, an online course has been organised within a research
project framework. For this purpose, a set of learning units has been
designed and developed for the pilot eLearning system (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – eLearning portal images

Structured and unstructured information

Students appreciated the convenience of the method eLearning, i.e.
access to information, learning flexibility, independence during learning
process and the challenge of learning and then solve themselves a series of
tasks/projects. It is interesting that finally, most of the participants in the
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pilot module preferred a mixed system, i.e. a blended-learning system,
noting that the need of direct interaction with professors and colleagues is
important to them.
In addition, for those wishing to obtain certain certifications, special
guidance and support is offered in order to enroll and take online tests for
certification of certain skills in ICT and beyond.
Students/master students are familiar with specific ways of
communication in the web space, by using online communication tools
such as e-mail, workshops, online forums.
Given that young people are familiar with online communication
environment, this advantage may be used and valued in local
communities in order to involve young people in development projects,
social projects and decision making process at local or national level.
Students/master students acquire, besides digital and online socialization
skills, civic competences, being encouraged to have a proactive behavior
(e-Participation, e-Democracy). In this way, in addition to digital literacy,
a responsible civic behavior is encouraged and developed, that can
contribute to better results in terms of economic and social development.
3. Conclusions
Finally it can be concluded that the Web media resources facilitate the
educational process, particularly in academic area, providing premises for
student-centered learning. This perspective provides greater accessibility
to information, and more accountability to students who need to take
responsibility of the management of their own learning process.
Using web 2.0 tools opens up a path for a wider socialization. This
type of socialization can capitalize on one hand the educational process
enabling the collaborative learning, and on the other hand can support the
interactions with the policy makers, civic involvement being stimulated.
Using web media in educational processes creates challenges and
reflection themes for both researchers and practitioners. Teachers, being in
direct contact with students, adapt their teaching practices to the reality
created by the Internet and Web 2.0 services. Teachers feel the need for
scientifically based models, but due to the rapid changes in media and
ICT, it is still needed to design a methodological framework.
No matter how much we are aware of these changes, these are
irreversible and create the need to adapt to the new environment and to
provide to students new appropriate learning means adequate to the new
media and web 2.0 services.
82
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Abstract: An international language is a logical requirement in a world full
of information and commercial exchanges at global level. This role has been taken
over by the English language that has become “lingua franca” of science and
technology, a transnational language of trade, finance and communications in
general. Also, the access to tourism and especially to specialized scholarships and
jobs represents another important aspect of the extrinsic motivation in the process
of learning English. This increasing interest in learning English bestows an
extraordinary responsibility on those who develop curricula and teaching
methodologies. Developing the communication skills in a foreign language means
getting to understand and convey the significations and meanings in a
determined linguistic and cultural context, as well as a being acquainted with its
specificity. That is why we are faced with a tendency of teaching a global English,
a tendency of the learners to become bilingual without becoming bicultural.
Keywords: global language, lingua franca, linguistic context, cultural
context, bilingual, bicultural.
An international language is a logical requirement in a world full of
information and commercial exchanges at global level. This role has been
taken over by the English language, which has become “lingua franca” of
science and technology, of those who want to accede to the knowledge
and culture of their epoch.
English has become, staring with the 1970s, the transnational
language of trade, finance and communications in general. It is also the
language of computing and, due to the fact that more and more pupils and
students have access to computers nowadays, it has come to be considered
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a second literacy as the typical English phrase “computer literate” shows.
Teenagers and youngsters can hear English all the time as they benefit
from cable TV where they can watch and listen to series, documentaries,
movies, commercials and music in this language. Those involved in the
English teaching profession can no longer ignore this aspect of picking up
the language, of learning English spontaneously. Similarly, the access to
tourism and especially to scholarships and specialized jobs overseas
represents another important aspect of the learners’ extrinsic motivation.
This increasing interest in English language learning and teaching bestows
a great responsibility on those involved in the design and development of
methodologies and curricula. Methodologists, English textbooks
developers, as well as their editors, face a unique environment in the
history of education.
In this period when English language teaching has been expanding all
over the world, including our country, it is only natural to ask ourselves
which will be the future and role of this language in the millennium which
has just started, what changes or methodological innovations will occur
and how they will affect the teaching of English as a foreign language, as
well as its professionals. The number of projects concerning English
language teaching in different countries around the world carried on in
cooperation with native speaker specialists has increased. The educational
institutions from Great Britain, USA, Canada, Australia and other English
speaking countries, and especially the British Counsel, are involved in
consultancy and counseling work within these projects, promoting
curricular changes, development of materials and extensive teacher
training programs all over the world. Within this context, teachers have to
cope with new challenges concerning the way in which the language itself,
as well the teachers and students’ roles are regarded, without mentioning
the selection of the teaching materials. In our country this change was
even more dramatic as it happened in a much shorter period of time.
Within a few years only, the teachers of English from Romania had to
adjust to new methodologies, to new curricula, to the alternative textbooks
and, what is more, they were supposed to be capable of making a selection
out of the myriad of textbooks which came out on the market, belonging
to prestigious foreign and Romanian publishing houses. The choice of
these textbooks proves to be even more difficult due to the fact that it
implies adapting them to the particularities of the national curriculum and
to the students from different countries.
The roles of the English learners have changed, too. When the
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teaching of the language is centered on the learners and gives them
autonomy and decision power, not only does this involve the learners
more deeply in the learning process but it also makes them more
responsible for their own learning. The wider acceptance of English in
international economic relations, in science and technology, in tourism
and diplomacy, as well as the growing phenomenon of globalization, has
had important consequences on the development of curricular planning.
The fact that English gains more and more importance in the school
curricula, the fact that there are more and more classes with intensive
English teaching programs or bilingual ones, or even schools which carry
out their educational programs only in English, has greatly improved the
status of English language compared to other school subjects and has put
its teaching closer to them. This resulted in an increased concern for the
“contents” regarding English language teaching and in the development
of multidisciplinary teaching in many schools. In our country, the
introduction of intensive English teaching classes at primary level and the
organization of intensive and bilingual English language teaching at high
school level, both for humanist and scientific classes, led to a higher
quality level in English language teaching. This was also achieved through
partnerships with foreign teachers, with the help of Peace Corp volunteers
or within Gap and Fulbright programs.
The development of the capacity to use a foreign language opens up
the possibility of understanding and rendering the significances and
meanings of a language within a certain linguistic and cultural context, as
well as getting to know the specificity of this context. It also involves the
recognition of the native speakers’ socio-cultural behaviour, the
understanding of differences in traditions, customs, behavioural patterns
within a specific community. That is why, the problem which the “guest”
or “native speaker” usually raises is due to the fact that the real teaching
context is unknown to him/her and can be different from the native
speaker’s culture. The bilingual teachers (who have the same mother
tongue as their pupils or students) have different attitudes as to the
teaching of grammar, they know what problems, what errors may occur
and they know this not only from the mistakes their students frequently
make but also from their own experience as language learners. Thus, what
can be acceptable, proper and intelligible within the English language
teaching context in Great Britain or USA cannot be similar in other
countries where English is being taught. This resulted in the difference
between teaching English as a second language within the communities
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where the language is spoken on a daily basis and teaching English as a
foreign language in those communities where English is not normally
spoken. Taking into account the above-mentioned issues, we consider that
the set of criteria underlying the choice of one or another pedagogical
model should vary according to the linguistic and educational features of
a particular country.
As professionals, we like to consider that we possess the latest
cutting edge foreign language teaching and learning methods with all
their implications for the future of this calling. We live encapsulated in
our present and, if we look into the past, we look only into the near past.
If we glance back at the past more attentively, it becomes clear that
many current ideas that we consider innovative have existed in fact for a
long time but they were not widely applied. Starting from the basic
methods in foreign language teaching, we can see that techniques and
procedures formulated a long time ago have been reinvented and
rediscovered. The only difference is that they are being used and
interpreted through the new ideas that have taken shape in linguistics
or pedagogy. The ideas can be the same but the way in which they are
applied changes in time, just like the context in which they are applied.
The past meets the present which reshapes it and goes towards the
future. What happens in the future slides back into the past and closes
the circle. All those involved in a foreign language teaching become
aware of the paradoxes and dilemmas their profession has to face.
However, the essential issues in a foreign language teaching remain
unchanged in time. Others have striven to solve them before us and,
being aware of this, we have a link with our predecessors and the
feeling that we carry on a professional development.
As we have suggested above, a great part of the methodological
efforts are aimed at innovation: more new ideas, more new materials,
more research work. Our past eventually offers us a rich source for the
emergence of new ideas. Out of the past’s myriads of fertile ideas, new
ideas may come out. Therefore, the past may be a source and a stimulus
for today’s methodological thinking. What we call today eclecticism – a set
which combines different methodologies - also draws on the multitude of
methodologies and procedures used in the past. Within the
communicative approach, which is being used now and whose
exaggerations have already been overcome, it is out of question to use an
encoded practice or to reject certain activities or types of exercises just
because they belong to one or another methodological trend. We can use
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an approach guided by certain essential principles which should take into
account the reality of the pedagogical environment, the institution, the
teacher, the pedagogical means, the environmental resources.
The process of teaching English in our country, as well as in other
countries with small-circulation languages, is of paramount importance
not only because it provides access to advanced technology and to
industrial development but also due to the fact that it is a window opened
towards the world. However, in some countries, the norms and values of
the Anglo-Saxon or American world which penetrate together with the
language are frequently considered alien or unacceptable as, more often
than not, the “host’ country runs the risk of having its own culture
completely subdued. Therefore, they impose certain restrictions in the
cultural and educational fields in order to protect their own lifestyles and
values. Thus, in Venezuela, in Japan, in China and in most Arab countries
arose the necessity of teaching a depersonalized language, without
appealing to the cultural values, so as to meet only the communicative
needs of that particular country. What is more, for the developing
countries there are sets of textbooks designed by the English specialists
only for Romania or Bulgaria or Russia as well as textbooks designed by
the local specialists. Even in the Western European developed countries
we face the attempt of teaching a variety of international English
independent from the native speakers’ cultural norms and values. In fact,
the great majority of English learners tend to reject the values of the
English speaking countries but manage to acquire the language
satisfactorily due to the desire of identifying themselves with the
international attitudes that took shape in certain fields such as music,
travel, science which use English as the main means of communication.
Carrying out further research concerning this phenomenon we realize that
there is a widespread tendency of English language learners to become
bilingual without becoming bicultural, attempting to dissociate the
language acquisition from its own original cultural context.
This problem of associating or dissociating the English language
teaching from its own social and cultural context has been raised in our
country, too. But this does not have much to do with the values connected
to civilization, to the social aspects of British or American life, to their
attitudes or way of thinking. On the contrary, these abound in our
textbooks. There is a greater concern as to the teaching of English and
American literature, especially in a chronological way. We have asserted
that time is cyclical and we can see all the time a movement of returning to
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the past, even if we do it in a critical way. The tradition in our country,
which benefited from a great percentage of literate people even before the
Second World War, is to get the students acquainted with the cultural
values of the language they learn, to study a language and the civilization
connected to it through the works of its greatest writers. And, indeed, it is
difficult to get to know the richness and specific linguistic, idiomatic
particularities of a language unless you have an adequate experience in
reading its greatest writers’ works. It is difficult to have a good mastery of
Romanian – our mother tongue, to understand and enjoy the subtle
meanings of many words and expressions unless we have read the works
of our great writers such as M. Eminescu or M. Sadoveanu. It is also
difficult to feel the whole beauty of the English language if you are not
familiarized, at least partially, with the works of W. Shakespeare, E.
Hemingway or W. Faulkner. Similarly, traditionally, in our country we
have always laid emphasis on the educational value in teaching a foreign
language, not only on the communicative one. We have always considered
that in this way we can help our students broaden their horizons, develop
their personality and acquire a new way of thinking as well as new
attitude towards different real, lifelike issues.
In order to conclude upon this issue of integrating the cultural
values within the teaching of English in an organized context, in
schools, we shall refer to the articles of two well-known methodologists
who have opposite opinions. Thus, C. R. Rogers (ELT Journal 36/3)
considers that the teaching of English, especially in third world and in
developing countries, has a sheer communicative role and that, to a
certain extent, the learners, especially those from disadvantaged
backgrounds, make a useless effort. The author considers that the
unique aim of learning English for many people is the possibility or
hope of acceding to a better workplace, while the cultural values
conveyed through the language teaching process have only a role of
cultural domination, the “host” country running the risk of a total
cultural submission. Conversely, G. Cook (ELT Journal 37/3) argues that
many English textbooks are based on imaginary stories instead of
authentic texts and cites among the genuine sources which could be
used the British and Northern American literature and civilization,
putting emphasis on the educational value of a language cultural
resources. In fact, the solution of the dilemma raised by the two articles
mentioned above can be found in a third article signed by Cem and
Margaret Alptekin (ELT Journal 38/3) which puts forward the following
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suggestions: accepting the English language as a global language with
specific varieties for each country; designing local material for English
language teaching which should be suitable for developing countries
learners from a cultural and experiential point of view; recruiting
bilingual teachers who are acquainted with the culture and mentalities
of the country where they teach. We can therefore assert that the major
problem regarding English language teaching in different countries is
not so much the English and American culture but the adjustment to the
particularities of the local cultural. The English language cannot be
regarded only as a communicative technique or a vehicle to accede to the
modern technology; it must also be seen as an essential educational
process for individuals coming from diverse societies and cultural
environments.
As far as English language teaching is concerned in our country, the
knowledge acquired by studying a foreign language teaches the students
to compare and appreciate the similarities and differences between the
two cultures, to praise their own cultural values and those belonging to
another culture. In conclusion, we can say that within the Romanian
educational system English should not be taught only as a means of
communication, it should be regarded as a genuine educational means, as
it used to be before the First World War and in the interwar period.
Unfortunately, the accent laid on civilization and especially on the AngloSaxon and American literature has decreased considerably during the past
few years. English and American literatures are no longer studied in the
Romanian school except for the bilingual program and to a small extent. In
the process of learning a foreign language the student makes the
connection between its own culture and the culture of the language he is
studying. The contact with a different culture is a great asset not only from
the point of view of improving one’s knowledge about life and about the
world, but also from the point of view of increasing one’s capacity of
understanding and sympathizing in order to become an empathic and
multilateral personality.
The applied linguistic works have always been concerned with the
curriculum design. More often than not they proved to influence directly
the teaching process as in the case of the “interlanguage” which helped the
teachers acquire a different view on the language errors regarded as an
inherent part of a foreign language learning process. Unfortunately, the
methodological changes placing emphasis on acquisition and not on
learning, on competences and not on performances, on fluency and not on
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accuracy have stepped into the foreign language classes with more
difficulty. And this is not without cause, as most testing methods have not
yet adapted to this novelty. The great majority of tests and exams for
students still focus on accuracy and language performance.
The English language teaching journals and other professional
magazines are striving to maintain a balance between theory and practice,
between the applied linguistic papers and their application in the real
English language teaching process on the one hand, and between the
methodological innovations and their application, on the other hand. All
in all, we can say that the bridge between theory and practice needs a
permanent attention from both sides in order to be maintained.
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Abstract: My research is concisely described by exemplifying and
commenting on the monitoring steps, results and conclusions in the view to
expanding online practices and enhancing their effectiveness, corresponding to a
growing demand. In this paper I also discuss the role of Web technologies in
promoting life-long learning and streamlining knowledge management and
diverse forms of applications, the factors that impinge on learning through the life
course. By creating scenarios for a future use, the impact of e-learning on the
educational environment is examined, with encouraging results in the sense that
learners acquire new competences, in the particular field of English studies,
pointing out the most important links between Lifelong Learning and adult
education. Based on a research project on learning with technology, the results
prove the positive changes in languages acquisition by practical experience for the
advancement of pedagogical techniques in adult education.
My paper is a research-informed presentation of online practices in higher
education, as a new pedagogic paradigm, in the information age. I would describe
e-learning as a pathway for the future, not replacing the traditional forms of
education, but supporting and completing them, in an interactive, collaborative
manner. The Faculty I work for (Foreign Languages and Literatures (The
“Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University – Bucharest) has designed the
educational process as a combination of theoretical and practical study of foreign
languages assisted by computers. This corresponds to a learning need within the
space of democratic discourse and a globalizing process. The suggestions will be
gathered and tested for further learning scenarios and so on, steadily promoting
and implementing sustainable learning. Theoretical and practical challenges of
online teaching and learning are potential drives and opportunities regarding the
advancement of techniques used in the study of foreign languages. The virtual
setting provided should be subject to the criteria and standards desired and
established by a tutor or learners themselves, while online practices foster
collaborative group work on a project or for assessment purposes.
Keywords: e-learning, lifelong learning, digitalization, education.
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DIGITALIZATION
My paper is a research-informed presentation of online practices in
higher education, as a new pedagogic paradigm, in the information age. I
would describe e-learning as a pathway for the future, not replacing the
traditional forms of education, but supporting and completing them, in an
interactive, collaborative manner. The Faculty I work for (Foreign
Languages and Literatures - “Dimitrie Cantemir” Christian University)
has designed the educational process as a combination of theoretical and
practical study of foreign languages assisted by computers. This
corresponds to a learning need within the space of democratic discourse
and a globalizing process. The suggestions will be gathered and tested for
further learning scenarios and so on, steadily promoting and
implementing sustainable learning. Theoretical and practical challenges of
online teaching and learning are potential drives and opportunities
regarding the advancement of techniques used in the study of foreign
languages. The virtual setting provided should be subject to the criteria
and standards desired and established by a tutor or learners themselves.
Online practices foster collaborative group work on a project or for
assessment purposes. In a recent book these are shown as a successful
strategy for the future: “In order to be competitive and effective, today’s
educational institution needs to be more knowledge and learning oriented.
Therefore, to achieve the ultimate educational goal, it is essential to
improve student learning processes such as individual learning,
innovation, collective learning, and collaborative problem solving”1.
There are several obvious advantages and long term benefits of
digitalization contrasted with the traditional models that cannot cover all
the learning needs. Digital spaces are very suitable for the study of foreign
languages as long as they provide adequate tools for knowledge and skills
acquisition and assessment. As anything else in education, the activity I
did with my students required a minute planning based on an educational
module in the curriculum for the English Practical Course. What proved to
be problematic to me was to personalize the learning content to the
students’ interests. I constantly borne in mind the pedagogical
consequences of the application I used, since my overt intention was to
give cultural relevance to my teaching and their learning, which is of a
growing importance in the context of globalization. The teacher and
1 Liebovitz, Jay & Michael S. Frank, Knowledge Management and E-Learning, Taylor &
Francis Group, LLC Auerbach Publications, USA, New York, 2001, Page 82.
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learners are equal participants in the educational act. Obviously, a new
learning environment requires changes in the actors – now acquiring also
a virtual identity – and in the power relation that permeates it, limiting
mentor’s authority. The online learners have an increased responsibility
concerning the participation in their own learning and engagement in the
subject.
The teacher is a facilitator in this process and in the non-compulsory
education he/she can be totally absent. The idea of self-reflective study is
resumed in the discussion about lifelong learning, since I contend that this
is facilitated by online learning. As a matter of fact, my demonstration is
constructed around this contention and illustrated with a case study.
E-learning students should accommodate themselves first to the idea
of a new mode of study during the group seminars or at home. They need
a preliminary preparation in this regard, even if most of them are familiar
with the use of computer programs developed or approved by the
university or at least they are able to manage communication in the form
of emails, discussion forums, blogs and so on. Once the technical
difficulties are overcome, we can approach the learning content, establish
the tasks and assessment methods.
Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of digitalization in the study of foreign
languages
Advantages
Disadvantages
For teachers
For learners
For teachers
For learners
- providing
- using the
- changing the
- may be
guidance to
advances of the pedagogical
reluctant to
sources of
web-based
stances may have experiential
knowledge across technologies
unwanted
learning
multiple-media
- assuming the consequences
- may fear the
- ensuring a
responsibility of without a
challenge if not
social and cultural their own
thorough
feeling secure
dimension of
learning
preparation of
- may not
teaching
- assuring their students
have enough
- developing
self- dealing with
technical skills
both common and improvement at unequal
or willingness
individualized
all levels
knowledge levels to interact with
tasks
- enhancing
of their students the rest of the
- developing
creativity of
- encountering
team
their own
their work in a
some difficulties
- may not be
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professional
competences
- giving
sustainability to
the students’
learning
environment
- modernizing
the teaching
strategies
- encouraging in
the students all
forms of learning
through online
practices
- working with a
method that
favors creativity,
flexibility and
objectivity of
assessment
(possibly from a
multidisciplinary
point of view)
- assessing
students in
various ways for
all the four major
skills

flexible type of
learning
- updating
their abilities,
qualifications,
knowledge
- contributing
to the process of
knowledge
construction
- taking more
control of their
learning by
using
computational
resources
- participating
actively in the
exploration of
the state-of-theart techniques
and in the
establishment of
the educational
content
- having access
to new learning
methods and
multimedia
means

in forming
multidisciplinary
teams (of
teachers) for
assessment
purposes

motivated
enough for the
tasks
- may not be
prepared to
assume the
responsibility
of their own
learning

1.1 eLearning
Literature abounds in ideas about the common ground of various
learning methods: “In spite of the different objectives and objects of userled activities (from software design through knowledge management to
creative collaboration), it is nonetheless possible to discern an increasingly
sophisticated set of common principles which govern many such
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environments” 2 . Computer is a very suitable means for learning,
particularly when studying foreign languages, as it generally requires a
multimedia environment, almost impossible to create through traditional
methods. The use of information systems is rewarding, stimulating and
motivating. It is apparent that technology-mediated learning promotes the
learning of a foreign language through interaction. eLearners can
communicate in the target language by doing authentic tasks concordant
with their interests. Thus, language is adapted to their needs, starting to
build the foundation of a subsequent specialization of vocabulary and
structures and getting used to assuming learning outside the classroom.
Students must also be able to apply the key conceptual frameworks of the
course to a relevant issue of their choosing which meaningfully extends
the scope of the course material. These skills will be applied through
seminar discussions and through independent critical analysis in oral
presentations and written course assignments. The seminar meetings will
consist of some framing lectures by the mentor and discussion involving
students and mentor. I expect every student to take part in making the
discussions focused, analytical, and relevant to the readings or subject
matter of the particular topic the seminar has. This paper is meant to
reflect students’ comprehension of some of the course issues. Their papers
must have an original argument and to develop this argumentation by a
good analysis with a solid support to the main construction of the theme.
They can always come and discuss with me if they are uncertain about
what these elements are.
Part of the development students undergo in the course is learning
how to do research. The papers written for this seminar are opportunities
for developing language skills. The small size of groups mean that I can
work with students individually to clarify and give feedback on their
writing and analytical skills as demonstrated in their writing. The course
aims to involve students in interdisciplinary thinking which would help
them to position themselves theoretically and methodologically in regards
with their actual research projects. Academic activities should be carried
out by students at their own personal pace because self-directed learning
promotes an independent kind of learning, allowing students to develop
attitudes, abilities and values that can help them be better at using
languages in realistic situations.
2 R. Land and S. Bayne eds., Digital Difference: Perspectives on Online Learning, Sense
Publishers. The Netherlands, Rotterdam, 2011, Page 133.
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Such self-study activities that will result into a final paper include:
- Studying articles and reading material
- Examining links and databases
- Reviewing contents of the recommended Websites
- Preparing the exams
- Analyzing and reviewing the practiced structures and
language functions focus on
- Completing homework assignments (project, portfolio,
essay based on grammatical structures)
Collaborative learning is regarded as a socialization experience and
practice that oriented to getting students to undertake an active role in
their study time through interaction with the professor and their fellow
students that can be with them or at a distance. Collaborative activities
may include the following: problem solving, case solving, sharing finds,
exchanging opinions and ideas, carrying out projects, discussing,
reviewing and debating with their peers.
Learning Outcomes:
After passing the course, students should be able to:
- understand and discuss critically the ideas in a reading material
- extract the useful information and drawing conclusions in an
original manner
- become proficient in using basic strategies of e-learning
- may alternate individual learning with collaborative learning
1.2 eTeaching
The teacher/mentor is a specialist in the field and can facilitate
learning and support students during the entire educational process,
fulfilling a series of activities:
I. Establishes the learning objectives/ outcomes after discussing them
with the students, to make sure all of them understand what they aim to
achieve and in what time frame
II. Specifies the expected acquisitions: knowledge (facts),
understanding (concepts), skills and attitudes/values. They should be
explained in details, according to the lesson’s ultimate purpose.
III. Indicates/recommends the equipment and other resources,
physical or virtual tools (hardware, software) or course book) will be
specified. Generally, a combination may be beneficial, The resources
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should be thoroughly described, for the students to know where to look
for the needed information (hints).
IV. Explains the assessment methods (feedback and/or evidence);
these should be clear and apparently objective (starting from peer
commentary/review to evaluation by an interdisciplinary team of
teachers). The emphasis will be on the formative goals attainment
(qualitative method) rather than on gathering information (quantitative
method). If students work correctly, appropriating the techniques specific
to e-learning, they have completed the first stage to lifelong learning,
particularly when they are aware of the tremendous benefits for their
future life as professionals, irrespective of specialization.
Besides the traditional face-to-face stance, the teacher/mentor can
communicate to the students through the following means: interactive
forums on the technological platform, e-mail, instant messages, telephone
and so on. The course content is provided online in way that enables
students to study over the Internet. It always stimulates research and
information queries by using digital libraries, websites and other
databases. In this case the course design may offer flexibility so that
students can learn in their own rhythm. The education model centers on
the use of advanced teaching techniques that help students to learn
collaboratively through problem solving and case analysis, as well as eproject/e-portfolio design.
II.IN PREPARATION OF LIFELONG LEARNING
Lifelong learning has to accommodate a variety of types of learners
who differ from many points of view: age, learning styles and experiences,
preferences, ability to work in teams, among others. To be more effective,
lifelong learning scenarios require the establishment and integration of
innovative methods, procedures and tools into well-defined processes,
aiming at causing customized and educational results of a high quality,
capable of better engaging both students and teachers in an active learning
process. Self-directed learning plays an important role from this
perspective, providing means for teachers from different areas, working
on multi-disciplinary teams that may be geographically dispersed or not,
also cooperating and sharing data or information regarding the modules
being developed. At the very end, the scenario envisioned is undoubtedly
to evolve collaborative work in collaborative learning, by broadening the
learning opportunities. Thus they involve learners actively in their own
knowledge process of construction and reconstruction. In this case, the
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developers should explore the collaborative work on educational modules
and the implications they may have on lifelong learning scenarios,
providing guidelines and creating mechanisms to collaboratively develop
and use them. Also, as part of this process, developers/mentors focus on
issues of content modeling, on the purpose of determining the relevant
issues of the knowledge domain and also the concepts structure and to
correlate the required information. This results into an application of ideas
in an educational module for the software testing domain. The module has
to be firstly evaluated and generally, quality and flexibility it provides
should be assessed. The concept of lifelong learning is a reaction to the
need for a global education, able to cross the cultural and social borders
internationally in order to prepare learners for the professions they
practice.
The bottom-line idea is to explore the collaborative development of
educational modules and its implications for the lifelong learning.
Educational modules may correspond to very concise units of study that
have a theoretical and practical content; it can be delivered to learners by
various technological and computational means: “The growing
importance of Lifelong Learning must be seen against the background of
profound changes, reflected in all aspects of our living environment. These
changes concern the global environment, but also our personal, economic,
social, cultural and political environments. Lifelong Learning is a ‘must’ in
the real-life context of the Knowledge Society and covers “all purposeful
learning from the cradle to the grave” of very diverse groups of learners.
The Lifelong Learning environment has specific characteristics and is
strongly supported by Information and Communication Technology.
Sustainability of the learning environment is a critical issue. The growing
demand for Lifelong Learning will force educational institutions to
change”3.
2.1 Online Scenario for Learning and Assessment
The methodological approach of my research, informed by
educational material and qualitative studies that are available in this area,
is Evidence Based Practice. Central to the research is how theory may be
put into practice more efficiently, in the sense of making the best decisions
3 Van Weert, Tom J. and Mike Kendall eds., Lifelong Learning in the Digital Age
Sustainable for all in a changing world, Kluwer Academic Publishers. USA, Boston, 2004,
Page 1.
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by a critical examination of evidence in consultation with the other
members of the teaching staff. This explorative process results in
descriptive data gathered and interpreted based on inductive logic. The
top levels of evidence can be reached in practice by trials and systematic
reviews, according to a number of stages:
1. Preliminary activities through systematic means: At this stage the
teacher needs to determine the appropriateness of using the proposed
databases to achieve the course/seminar goals.
2. Content analysis and synthesis: the teacher needs to: (a) identify the
necessary cognitive skills to achieve the overall goal of course; (b) break
large tasks into their related smaller components, thus getting simpler one
and the decomposition will continue until no more possible; (c) synthesize
models, therefore the constituent skills can be recombined into the
activities that people usually do in the real world.
3. Design practice and information presentation: the teacher needs to
identify the practice and guidelines necessary for each of the tasks.
4. Learning object selection: the teacher needs to: (a) review the
learning objects made available in the data repositories; (b) create new and
complex learning objects.
5. Sequencing the learning object: the teacher needs to sequence the
educational resources depending on cognitive complexity.
6. Possible conclusions for improvement: Now the teacher has
finished the instructional design and the development of learning
situation and then he/she starts a process of improvement, which should
become an ongoing activity. Formative and summative evaluations can be
developed to ensure quality improvement. Educational modules require
the establishment and integration of innovative methods, tools and
procedures into systematic processes aiming at producing customized,
reliable and high-quality products. The development of such modules can
involve teachers from different domains, and they can share data and
information for the project. Hence, teachers should consider the adoption
of means and tools, which can be used as part of the educational module
for its process of development and improvement. Thus, all project
information is made available in order to guarantee the efficient
management of this module’s development. The learning scenario is
basically outlined as a sequence of activities (e.g. a project work, final
paper) including data and information about what everybody (students
and teachers/mentors) does at each stage. The way in which activities
address learning objectives and the means of delivery should be consistent
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with the chosen approach: “Depending on how faculty members utilize
the features, LMSs [Learning Management Systems] provide both
advantages and disadvantages to students. The major benefits to students
include access to content they may not have gotten otherwise; easy access
to course information (syllabi, grades, announcements); formative
assessment
opportunities;
and
anytime/anyplace
learning
opportunities”4.
III. Conclusions
The idea of self-learning is more crucial for lifelong education than in
traditional teaching, where the interactions between teachers and
students, and among students provide permanent motivation. The
students’ success in online education depends a lot on self-motivation. The
problems generated by the separation in space and time require a
differentiated attention. Normally, the problems caused by the separation
of any kind can be easily overcome through personal simultaneous
communication systems among the students, tutors/teachers. Interaction
strategies in this context are essential and relevant: monitors/teachers
provide prompt answers; they act in a synchronous way and motivate
students for the course goal. Many students sometimes encounter
difficulties in coping with the autonomous demands in their learning, or
maybe with time management, with planning and self-direction required
by autonomous online learning. Generally, online education will succeed
when it involves an active interaction between mentors and students,
between students and the learning environment, and of course among the
students themselves. The capacity of information technology to overcome
all temporal and spatial limits and constraints meets the need to learn at a
time, in a place and at a pace established by individual requirements
rather than by any formal structures. This paper examined the extent to
which electronic environments designed specifically for this type of
learning for foreign languages should be assessed according to the same
criteria and standards that we usually use in appraising face-to-face
teaching. Academic designed web-site are meant to enable flexibility for
both students and teachers at all levels, avoiding all restrictions and
providing accessibility to knowledge domain supports. Usage patterns
seem to indicate an increasing preference for websites even in the less
4 Kidd, Terry T. and Jared Keengwe, Adult Learning in the Digital Age: Perspectives on
Online Technologies and Outcomes, Hershey. USA, New York, 2010, Page 11.
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experienced learners/beginners. They results show a major difference in
today’s student perceptions of content, quality, autonomy than before.
Conjugation with other priority areas such as quality assurance in
education has led to a theoretical substantiation, psychological and a
thorough pedagogical training for all transferable skills, maybe rethinking
teaching and learning strategies for the critical evaluation of the entire
education system. The purpose at all times is to improve the quality of
human capital in education firstly by developing mentors’ skills of using
modern technology, digital tools as efficiently as possible in teaching and
of assessing better the standards language proficiency, as this is the future:
“Behaviorism, cognitivism, and constructivism are the three broad
learning theories most often used in the design of adult instructional
environments. These theories, however, were developed in a time when
learning was not influenced by information and communication
technology. Over the years, digital technologies have grown and
revolutionized how we live, think, communicate, and learn. As education
moves forward into the digital age researchers must remain critical of
implications ahead”5.
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Abstract: The explosive development of the new communication technologies
and media is the factor that fundamentally modified the coordinates of the cultural
environment on which the education and development of children are based upon
today. These media stand as windows to the world, new opportunities to gain
access to information and sources of knowledge. Yet more recent studies have
shown that there is also another side to the story. Excessive consumption of the
media products, video games, web surfing and the addiction to these technologies
results in serious cerebral damage and negatively affects the development of the
cognitive capabilities of children and young people.
Keywords: media system, Internet, human offset, innovative learning, homo
videns.
Introduction: Is Google Making Us Stupid?
The best introduction to the issue I will approach in this paper is the
shocking statement of an American student that grew up and was
educated in the “brave new world” of computers and the Internet: “I’m
unable to deeply and thoroughly focus on any kind of thing, irrespective
of its nature. The only thing my mind can accomplish, I mean the only
thing it really wants to do is to immerse once again in the frantic whirlpool
of online information.”1 The student lucidly, yet with a suppressed hint of
despondency, barely noticeable between the lines, ascertains that the
educational road he embarked upon didn’t lead him to performance, but
to a dead end.
I have quoted from a successful book written by Nicholas Carr, an


Professor Ph.D., - National University of Political Studies and Public
Administration, Bucharest.
1 Nicholas Carr, The Shallows. What the Internet Is Doing to Our Brains, ed. rom.,
Superficialii. Efectele internetului asupra creierului uman, translated by Dan Crăciun,
Bucureşti, Ed. Publica, 2012, p. 298-299.

American publicist, in which he approaches with great propensity a
matter that might seem odd at first - how the human mind is being shaped
under the extensive pressure of the new information technologies (the
author also called these kind of technologies “intellectual technologies”),
such as the computer and the Internet, with their various extensions
(Google, Facebook and so on). This topic is intimately related to what goes
on nowadays within the educational field, whether good or bad, as these
digital technologies were integrated in the teaching process, and the
Internet is, as we already know, an indispensable source of information,
communication and entertainment for children, virtually becoming a
substitute for books and libraries.
The American author’s book, published in 2010, had an unexpected
success, a new edition being published one year later. In about two years,
the book had become an international bestseller, being translated in
twenty-three languages up to now. We should ask ourselves how this can
be explained. What discovery or original idea can be associated with this
author’s name?
Briefly, Nicholas Carr’s original idea is that the Internet, with its
overwhelming possibilities of accessing and sharing information, has also
a series of negative effects on its users. Based on his analyzes, the Internet
affects the cognitive processes, diminishes the capacity for concentration
and reflection, and produces mental incoherence and fragmentation.
Indeed, it comes as a surprise for those who frequently go online to find
out that their “mind is scattered”,2 that they all transformed into some
“shallows”, unable to achieve a profound state of creation and reflection.
So far we assumed that these technologies incommensurably enhance our
power of knowledge and communication speed. We also thought that, out
of all human creations, the computer and the Internet bear the closest
resemblance to the structure of the human brain and its operating mode.
But these very new and amazing “mind tools”, which are now an integral
part of our existence, alter and “deform” our mind in an indistinguishable
way.
The author came up with these ideas in 2008, putting them in an essay
called: Is Google making us stupid? Being written in the exact period when
Google and Facebook experienced an impressive growth, Carr’s essay
generated an ample debate in which the protagonists, acknowledging the
benefits of the Internet, raised many questions with respect to some less
2
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tangible implications of using the Internet. Let us note the fact that this
essay, being ironic and paradoxical in some way, which denounces the
Internet, or rather the Internet addiction, can be read on the Internet
today, by adding the author’s name in the search box of the Google search
engine.3
The author gathers many statements to make out a case for backing
up the perspective of these perverted effects of technology, but the object
of his investigation is, first and foremost, his personal experience as an
extensive user of the computer. In a moment of quietness and reflection,
disconnected from the enormous network, he realizes that the Internet
changed his mental habits, his way of thinking, recalling, writing and
reading, but also – pay attention to the title of the book – the way his brain
works. At this point, as we can see, the author goes on with his hypothesis
by saying the Internet changes our mind, but also our brain, which is the
physical support for our spiritual activity. Therefore, as Dan Crăciun, who
skillfully translated this book, sums it up, by using the Internet in the long
run, for an array of activities, both the soft (intellectual programs and
skills) and the hard dimensions of our cerebral activity, aspect that is
approached by neurocognitive sciences, are being modified.
A New Issue on the Research Agenda
The research on education tangles, therefore, with a new problematic
horizon. The influence of the Internet on the psychological structure of the
young people is a concerning issue, and being aware of its implications,
even in a less scientific way, represents an instructive preamble to
understanding the new challenges for which the education must provide
solutions in the contemporary cultural environment. The book spoke of
earlier is a well-received warning, primarily addressed to parents and
teachers, but we must acknowledge that it approaches a theme which we
are not able to comprehend at its true dimension and severity. More often
we ignore it, being recent users of the Internet, claiming that it is not a
problem for us; at least not yet.
As a matter of fact, we have to say that the topic concerning the effects
of the computer use on human subjectivity hardly appears in an explicit
Nicholas Carr, „Is Google Making Us Stupid?”, The Atlantic Magazine, July/August
2008, article retrieved 09/09/2012 from:
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2008/07/is-google-making-usstupid/306868/.
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way on the systematic research agenda in the last decade and when it does
it follows older reflections and studies on the effects of mass-media (of the
television especially) in shaping public opinion. This can be explained
bearing in mind that this fabulous tool, that is the personal computer, with
all its functionalities, became accessible and it has spread on a large social
scale merely two decades ago. Consequently, we might say that the period
of its usage was too short for the initiation of some thorough research and
for arriving at indubitable conclusions regarding its effects, along with
those of the Internet, on human brain and mind. And yet, we must
highlight the fact that the interest for this topic is increasing in scientific
communities and, as I will show you later on, a vivid debate already takes
place with respect to educational potential of the new communication
technologies, with its pros and cons.
We can see that, after an enthusiastic period, when the expectations
regarding the virtues of these technologies were exaggerated, the number
of realistic and balanced opinions of those who understand the fact that
education via media is an imperative of this age and that schools must
provide the pupils with the necessary conditions and tools in order to
educate them in this domain has progressively increased, but, in the same
time, is equally necessary to develop their critical thinking as well, to teach
them how to separate important information from the huge piles of
irrelevant information. It’s good we see things in their complexity, use the
Internet as a tool that incommensurably enhances our access to
information, but we also have to take notice of the cautions I have
previously presented.
No doubt, we can speak of a natural process of accommodation with the
new technologies, a transition from curiosity and fascination to instrumental
and routine-induced usage of these technologies. Finally, the ripening of
the attitudes through which we cope with the changing world of the new
technologies is also illustrated by the fact that nowadays the apologetic
and naïve attitudes of those who mistook the modernization and the
reform of education with the purchasing of computers and who expected
miraculous effects from the implementation of those computers in the
educational process lost their credibility.
Education is a fundamental institution in any type of society. It has
different forms and patterns based on a series of historical and contextual
factors that define societies and their lifestyles: the nature of the social and
political structures, the prevailing means of communication and
knowledge, the type of symbolic and practical activities, the value and
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belief system, the representation of the world that define a certain period.
But, regardless of these changing circumstances, education implies in all
cases a complex system consisting of learning and shaping activities,
through which the norms and values specific to a society are internalized
and interiorized in the subjectivity of the individuals, so that they become
active members of that particular society and personalities able to selfimprove and to reach creative positions.
As we all know, education is subjected to many and contradictory
challenges in the societies we live in today. Besides the problems that can
be solved through more or less inspired reforms, education systems are
also faced with a series of structural challenges, which simultaneously point
out to institutional aspects and content elements of education. These
structural challenges can be understood provided we take into
consideration aspects such as: the context of globalization, the profound
cultural changes, the expansion of the new communication technologies,
the project of the knowledge based society and the intensification of
intercultural communication. Therefore, in order to understand the
problems education deals with today, we must put them in relation with
this set of phenomena and with the changes in cultural paradigm that we
experience, which we must primarily associate with the explosive
development of the new communication technologies and media.
Technological Complexity and Human Offset
Of course, education changes in accordance to the social and cultural
contexts, but it also follows certain fixed goals. When we refer to the
influence of the information technologies and to the changes that
computer operates on our way of thinking it’s best we look at the fact that
these influences are filtered through the cultural background of the users, in other
words, these influences have noticeably different effects based on the
intellectual capital and the cultural personality of these users. In the
interaction between man and computer, an experience so spread
nowadays, the crucial factor is, however, the human being, fitted with an
extraordinary adaptation and learning capacity, which granted him his
survival and evolution. Amongst the attributes that defines the human
being as a creative form of existence, we also could mention his capacity to
learn, to process information, to solve problems and to adapt to new
conditions.
Now it’s the time to call to mind, especially in these times of crisis,
that both energetic and financial resources exploited by societies are
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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limited. About 40 years ago, The Club of Rome initiated a series of studies
based on the “limits of growth”, starting from the assumption that the
energetic resources of mankind are close to exhaustion. In the same time,
the respective club also initiated an ample research on education, with a
team of Romanian experts participating under the guidance of Mircea
Maliţa. The result was the elaboration of a report based on this subject and
the publication of a book with a significant title: No Limits to Learning.4
From the analysis of some “exterior limits” of development (tangible
resources, technologies, infrastructures etc.) the endeavor has shifted to
the analysis of some factors that define “the inner limits”: intangible
resources, skills, knowledge, proficiency, cultural and intellectual capital,
all these being conditioned by the quality of education and learning.
We must not forget that the main thesis of this book is based on the
idea that the only actual inexhaustible resource of the human being is his
capacity to learn and to innovate, which can be both stimulated and
enhanced in certain conditions. The ensuing conclusion is that investing in
education bears a strategic meaning for human and social development, a
fact that has been certified by the knowledge-based society project,
embraced by the European Union as well. The authors of the study I’m
referring to have expressively shown the discrepancy between the
expansion of the social reality in terms of its complexity, mainly due to the
new technological development, and our limited capacity to comprehend
and control this kind of complexity. They have defined, therefore, the
concept of human offset as being the ever-growing lap between the
“increasing complexity of our creation and the development of our
capabilities that was unable to keep pace”.5
The concept of human offset also helps us understand the situations
previously mentioned about the influence of the Internet on our way of
thinking. We are not ready yet to understand the effects of the new
technologies and to control them through learning. “Today we have to
deal with a dysfunction between the successful development of science
and technology and our inability to control them or to cope with their
consequences”.6 The authors of the book estimate that “in order to guard
the society from shock-based learning traumas” (unpredictable events,
James W. Botkin, Mahdi Elmandjra, Mircea Maliţa, Orizontul fără limite al învăţării.
Lichidarea decalajului uman, Bucureşti, Ed. Politică, 1981.
5 Ibidem, p. 22.
6 Ibidem, p. 154.
4
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calamities, all kinds of shortages, catastrophes, financial crises etc.), the
only solution would be a profound reform of the education system, which
would consists of shifting from learning to conserve (adequate for
predictable and recurrent situations) to innovative, anticipatory and
participative learning, which should prepare young people to cope with
new critical and unpredictable situations in order for them to live,
therefore, in a continuously changing world.7
Hence, in today’s competitive milieu, it is important to enhance our
creative drive, to develop a future-oriented formative education system
that will teach young people how to learn for themselves and to adapt to the
complexity of the contemporary environment.
Critical Views on the Effects of New Technologies on
Education
Education and technology are both factors that support the
development process. The countries that have become important actors in
the international life have turned education system and research into
actual priorities. The access to the new technologies and the acquiring of
skills in using them became prerequisites for the successful integration of
young people in the new labor market. Accordingly, the parents who
purchase a computer for their child believe they are making a good choice
for their child’s education. There is, as I have previously shown, a reverse
of the medal, too. The studies in the field of neuropsychology have
indicated that excessive use of these new technologies by children and
young people can have negative consequences on their emotional and
mental development. Regardless of the content of the messages they see,
these electronic means of communication produce serious dysfunctions in
brain’s operating patterns, create a special kind of addiction, delay the
formation of cognitive capabilities on children, diminishes their capacity
to concentrate and learn. Recent studies sent a warning about these new
educational weaknesses that are different from the social ones.
As we know, any new man-made technology has both positive and
negative effects, based on circumstances, fields of activity and the way it is
used. This is also true for the new communication media. They have
created new opportunities and facilities in terms of education, but, due to
the fact that children use them excessively, they can diminish their
learning capacity and can thus lead to serious emotional and volitional
7

Ibidem, p. 26-30.
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damage. Being a ubiquitous presence in our existence, the new media
system has a profound and lasting influence, yet difficult to track down,
on the mental and psychological structure of the children. Paradoxically,
children in urban areas, who benefits from the new communication
technologies, are, in fact, the most exposed to these risks and
vulnerabilities. Therefore, we are dealing with a contradiction: the access
to the new technologies is regarded today as a key to a better education,
and using these technologies excessively has negative consequences: the
diminish of the cognitive and learning capacity, the alteration of the
emotional background and of the motivational mechanism of children.
To this end, I shall only mention two critical, even radical, points of
view concerning the effects of new technologies in the field of education.
They support the theory of Carr, presented in the beginning of the article.
Giovanni Sartori, the renowned politologist and democracy ideologist
figures that the current multimedia revolution is a tentacle process
(television, computers, Internet, cyberspace) which leads to a severe
involution of man, especially when it comes to its knowledge abilities. The
author's main thesis is that the “video phenomenon turns the homo sapiens,
a product of written culture into a homo videns, for which words are
dethroned by images. Everything becomes visual”. 8 New technologies,
from television to computers, far from having an educational purpose and
from expanding our personal universe, diminish our superior cognitive
capacities, abstract thinking and our ability to reflect upon things. The
new technological infrastructure gives odds to image and visual elements
over the intelligible, thus leading man to see without understanding,
taking on the meanings which were provided for him. This is why the
“video-child”, born and raised within the experience provided by the
media system, shall suffer a mental handicap, having an altered mental
structure and being unable to think abstractly, to understand and to
achieve critical thought.9
Another angle of the problem relates to the way these new
technologies are used by the family members and at school, during the
educational practice. This use must be age-appropriate and adapted to the
specific requirements corresponding to the different stages of the mental
and emotional development process of children. Recent studies have
8 Giovanni Sartori, Homo videns. Imbecilizarea prin televiziune şi post-gândirea,
Bucureşti, Ed. Humanitas, 2006, p. 11.
9 Ibidem, p. 49.
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shown that, if the amount of time spent by children in front of the TV and
the computer goes beyond certain limits, these new media may have
serious effects on the balanced development of their personality.
As a result of some studies he carried out for the past two decades,
Valdemar W. Setzer, a Brazilian scientist specialized in advanced
technology, claims that the images shown on our TV sets induce a state of
semi-somnolence, and the computer has similar effects, yet even more
severe when it comes to video games. He recommends that small children
spend as little time possible watching television and that only high-school
students should be able to use the computer. This is why, within a study
published in 2008, entitled A Critical View of the „One Laptop per Child”
Project, he makes out a solid case that this particular project should be
abandoned (the program was launched in the U.S.A. and other countries,
including Romania). Despite what one would expect, the results of some
research trials carried out in schools from several countries prove that
both watching television and the use of computers to play video games
and surf the internet are very damaging to the balanced development of
children and young people10.
According to Setzer, the computer is a “mathematical machine” which
works based on formal operations, rules and preset combinations, and
using it requires mechanic and stereotyped commands, which only put to
work some brain functions, while inhibiting others. If used extensively by
children, the computer may gradually turn their thinking into “machinethinking” and into a kind of formal thinking, thus diminishing creativity,
imagination, the ability to understand and all types of critical thoughts on
the world. Thereby children who spend many hours playing computer
games or surfing the Internet turn into “animals” and grow accustomed to
reacting based on instincts and emotions rather than based on thought,
while taking into consideration the practical or moral consequences of
their actions. Due to the lack of real experience and the excess of
“mediated” experience, these children, as they turn into adults, are faced
to deal with real problems of the real world, not the virtual one, while
suffering a severe cognitive and psychological disadvantage.
In conclusion, there is to say that we attempt to get used to these
Valdemar W. Setzer, A Critical View of the “One Laptop per Child” Project, in “12th
World Multiconference on Systemics, Cybernetics and Informatics: WMSCI”, 2008, June
29 - July 2, 2008, Orlando, Florida, U.S.A, study retrieved 08/13/2011 from:
http://www.ime.usp.br/~vwsetzer/OLPC-WMSCI.pdf
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adverse effects of the new technology and media. The degree of access to
them has become a significant index of development within the
informational society. These media also play an important part in shaping
the minds of the new generation. They are new windows to the world,
new chances to gain access to information and the sources of knowledge.
At the same time, we must also take the warnings I’ve provided into
account. The excessive use of the products of the media, computer games,
web surfing, the addiction these technologies cause, the mesmerizing
power held by their virtual universe cause severe cerebral damage and
negatively affect the development of the children and adolescent's
cognitive capacities. These technologies truly are addicting, since they
seduce even those of us who are cautious. “The computer screen bulldozes
our doubts with its bounties and conveniences. It is so much our servant
that it would seem churlish to notice that it is also our master”.11
The issues raised by this theme are a true challenge for new research
dedicated to education. Parents, teachers and all those responsible with
educating children and young people for life must reach a certain balance
and an optimum dosage in order to make the most of the educational
potential of these new media and reduce their negative impact. Since it is
impossible to isolate the children from this powerful media giant, which
has a solid presence in our everyday lives, we must rethink the
educational process to this end and to become aware of the advantages
and the opportunities it raises, as well as of the risks and vulnerabilities I
singled out.
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Abstract: The order of discourse - discourse grammar – is a nonstereotypical verbal grammar that takes the textual and language phenomena
revealed by coherence and cohesion of fictional or functional text that we expose to
the children. Literary text grammar is transferred in discourse grammar through
mechanisms of teaching science text, the text internalized by children is built with
reading figures and it becomes relevant and motivates through reading associated
images. Our work exemplifies some textual and discursive categories that can be
addressed in the preschooler and young pupil education.
Keywords: discourse grammar, pedagogical framework, preschooler and
young pupil, reading figures, linear and thematic integration, semiotic- linguistic
method, reading images.
1. Science text and discourse grammar
Before tackle teaching science text, we present, in a few words, the
verbal teaching instance and its parts of the transmission of texts in terms
of preschool and young pupils education. The order discourse - discourse
grammar – is a non-stereotypical verbal grammar that takes the textual
and language phenomena revealed by coherence and cohesion of fictional
or functional text that we expose to the children. Either we change tenses
or resort to indirect reported speech or description, many textual and
linguistic phenomena have sense only within a broader framework of
speech enunciation, directed by teacher, and, then, the auditor
acknowledges, understands and therefore validates it.
The text is not a simply succession of literary works structured on
heterogeneous participants factors, but it is also a specific linguistic unit of
textual constraints that validate imaginary universe created by the author.
In this regard, we can talk about connection with the transfer to real as a
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complex process of timing the socio-cultural, referential, textual interlocutor for the author and auditor -, and also the language skills. The
auditor can interpret and produce statements, surpassing stimulusresponse behaviour beyond the primary level of discourse. We refer to the
statement equal to a sentence that does not create the semantic logical
chain specific for a developed reading. Coming from the auditor choosing
imaginary universe of text, the image created by the teacher reading and
speech - the teaching and reading figures - develops the grammar of the
text, assuming and transforming its textual and linguistic phenomena.
The transfer of text grammar to literary speech and reading we see
realized in two times:
 in the first step, we choose a external approach, by which we
operate distinctions in the typology of texts, taking into account the
accessibility and age and understanding of preschoolers and young
pupils;
 in the second step, we choose a route cutting text based on certain
conditions, typical and atypical.
2. Linear integration
Each time, the reference frames of the speech - text read to children change with expectations and assumptions of the author - public - readers.
Jean Michel Adam (1985)1 designates a number of sectors of discourse
that guides behaviour that the reader may have to text: literary,
advertising, journalism. The speech genres specify also the text types
targeted by public expectations. It is evident heterogeneity chaining mode
of speech sequences: narration, argumentation, description, poetry,
conversation. To those, Gérard Vigner (1979)2 adds exposure and instruction,
especially, for teaching speech.
Mechanisms for the articulation of texts in speech are insertion
(incident constructions of teacher, initial, middle or final formula) - and
textual representation (gestures, facial expressions, proxemics). Each time,
reading literary text raises both the problem of transition from one
sequence to another and keeping also, on the same vector, the sequences
through specific textual connectors. But the text is not only a hierarchy of
constituents, but it has a particular hardware device. Cutting into
paragraphs counterbalances linear character of the text, overlapping
1
2

Adam, Jean-Michel, Le texte narratif. Paris: Nathan, 1985.
Vigner, Gérard, Lire du texte au sens. Paris: Clé International, 1979.
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hierarchy of ideas to the succession of words and phrases. Teaching
speaking, we are dealing with lyrical message, times subject to narrative
text, act and scene to the drama, argumentation on axis cause - effect consequence - relationship etc. Literary text input in a speech has learning
outcomes.
For example,
 descriptive - instructional sequence allows the analysis of a series of
steps, and at its end is built demonstration ideas;
 lyrical sequence ends with memorizing and expressive reciting;
 narrative sequence ends either memorize passages or the staging of
dialogue parts, or narrating events;
 drama sequence ends either with memorizing lines or the
dramatization.
Connectors of linear literal integration of text can have the following
functions in reading / speech:
 chronological function as terms of reading route;
 psychological function as projector terms of self;
 summary function - professor summarize ideas in text or potential
public reaction.
For preschoolers and young pupils, the initial reading in teaching
situation starts in linear way, especially, for training basic referential skills:
where? when? whom?
3. Thematic progression
Text continuity results from a variable balance between two
fundamental requirements: one of progression and another of repetition.
In terms of reception, textual organization in discourse relies also on local
constraints, ad hoc, as expressed in conceptual opposition between global
consistency and local cohesion. For example, children do not understand
some words, the teacher creates a teaching intermezzo, stops the ideas
flow and explains them. Understanding the textual dynamics of teaching
discourse involves integrating the reader in equilibrium of text in order to
be internalized, in order to be taken the enunciation in inside language
through reading images. Therefore, affective breaks are recommended,
coupled with memorable gestures, facial expressions, proxemics. For
example, Mr. Trandafir, teacher of Sadoveanu's story of the same name,
recited patriotic poems by hand on heart - this image has remained over
time in memory of his pupils.
From the perspective of functional reading, this means that a sentence
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is analyzed not only as a symbolic-semantic structure, but as a structure of
information within a certain text dynamics. In the reading process, there
are two development plans: one syntactic, another one thematic in which
are included theme (information owner group already acquired) and rema
(new information carrier group).
At the reception of the text, Dominique Maingueneau (1990)3 points
out evolutionary ensembles based on anaphora phenomena related to text
intelligibility for children:
 receiving the same nominal group;
 replacing by pronoun and reversal of a lexical unit (accurate
anaphora), changing determinant ;
 lexical substitution (un-accurate anaphora).
We add to this reiteration of proper names, co-referents denoting the
same object. Children like substitutes which act as references for memory.
For reading literary narrative text, an important role is the beginning of
the story, the narrator puts fiction (where? when? whom?) and may put
certain items in the reading horizon (what it is?). The two elements come
together under reading as fundamental parameters of over-enunciation, used
synchronously by the auditor. In this regard, it is useful to determine
teaching task for children based on these elements above mentioned: fiction
(where? when? whom?) and reading horizon (what it is?) To this, we add
double temporality of the reading hypothesis of the auditor, symmetrical face
to the enunciation of author speech - existential present and fiction present.
For this reason, younger children tend to level tenses and speak now - for
understanding. Gradually, it is well to distinguish between past - present future, following that, then, not eliminate the correlation time in Romanian,
to introduce temporal and modal tones as imperfect, perfectly simple
pluperfect, putative, conditional, subjunctive, etc.
4. Reading figures topic
In the teaching discourse, intuition varies considerably from one topic
to another one, and even for the same subject is not available the same
judgment to a situation of communication to another one. Almost every
syntactic or semantic phenomenon has a shaded area or judgments of
speakers are less clear. In contexts with different occurrences, phrases can
be included or excluded from the investigation of reading, depending on
3

1990.

Maingueneau, Dominique, La pragmatique pour le discours littéraire. Paris: Bordas,
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the instance created by the auditor. Therefore, often, to create accessibility
for children to read text, the text is resumed, is created a text filter, for
comprehension, any passages are omitted.
Internalized by reading, text is a long acquisition of multiple
interactions and communication with the reader and also the result of a
process of information processing and verification of reading hypotheses.
This leads to the idea that the reading regulates and develops
comprehension mechanisms, but at the same time, availability and
previous purchase. On the other hand, reading of teacher has an
individual character, but also a collective one. Individualized based on
idiolect, combinations of variants (phonetic and lexical, especially, as well
morphologic-syntactic) own to a subject; collective reading has common
characteristics of all subjects who use. Reading images or figures
circumscribe inside, in the learning process, images related to anteriority
or anticipation – perceptually, analytically and in details.
Validated as presence based on an infantile pedagogy and reading
theory, reading figures are combined with teaching strategies. The last
ones allow knowledge and transforming the subject into an individual,
collective and social learning practice.
5. Language development through literary reading
Charles Bally (as cited Maurice Delcroix et al, 1987) 4 distinguishes
between spoken language and the use of voluntary and conscious oriented
to the aesthetic and forming the writer style. The teacher reveals these
aspects to the auditor.
In the work Functional Stylistics of Romanian Language, Ion Coteanu
(1973)5 defines the style, in the broadest sense of the word, as the language
study in action. During the various teaching forms, including infantile
didactics, the stylistics are set around a functional language matrix.
Balance of the totality of linguistic skills and the need for individual
expression forms the function fundamental of stylistic tongue (Ion
Coteanu, 1973). We talk about the stylistic deviation when it reveals
changes in the expression of a cultural paradigm in which the writer is the
initiator and operator on specific linguistic meanings whose he / she gives
them personality. As a result, the text becomes an emerging major sense
4 Delcroix, Maurice / Hallyn, Fernand, Méthodes du texte (Introduction aux études
littéraires). Paris: Duculot, 1987.
5 Coteanu, Ion, Stilistica funcţională a limbii române. Bucureşti: Ed. Academiei, 1973.
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that we can synthesize following its own dynamism (Ion Coteanu, 1973,
Maurice Delcroix et al, 1987). If the reader subjectivity determines its
reading capacity, then communication is possible because there is
literature, and form and meaning work together. By reading, textual unit
becomes context of ineffable intuition, evolved from the stylistic latency of
the word to the whole aesthetic (and vice versa), context of deduction of
plural meanings, a process in which ambiguity disappears.
In terms of reading didactics, it means development of receiving
process from analysis operations to the critical evaluation and judgment.
The natural question that arises is: is it possible to return whole text style?
One possible answer to this question provides Ion Coteanu (1973) in the
work above cited: "The response of recipient to the received message
enters in the views of all those who make the style of intentions and
effects, the purpose and effectiveness of the utterance".6
In teaching reference plane, we consider useful and relevant axiom that
"the amount of connotation permissible to a message can never be equal to
the total number of signs minus one" (Ion Coteanu, 1973)7. This stands the
reading as a reception into an open and problematic pedagogical vision,
tackling the refund of ineffable sense of the literary text, globally or in details.
As noted above, approaches to teaching decoding literary texts are from
inductive to deductive. This allows to the reader a strong motivation for both
recreational reading and for functional or instrumental reading. Spiritual
etymon is linked to a collective psychological attitude as well to an individual
one, that Ion Coteanu (1973) sees latent, in the word, and also deduced when
it results clearly from the context, including situational contexts, with the
intention of reader translated by the adhesion or contextualization of literary
text expressiveness.
Our working assumption is based on the above observations. If the
text is the subject of reading, then the return and development of poetry
sense of text, as well as its expressiveness are achieved through an
adequate speech synthesized in figures of reading. In other words, finding
text by reading, at perceptual as interpretative level, validates obvious
expression of text and leads to the deduction of latent expressiveness in
situational contexts. This assumption will focus on the routes proposed by
teacher concerning the configuration of knowledge of literary text: speech
and language.
6
7

Coteanu, Ion, op.cit., p.83.
Coteanu, Ion, op.cit., p. 85.
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As such, a proposed method can be the semiotic - linguistic analysis
of the text, in the sense of its orientation to the object, re-set globally by
reading as inter-text depending on the language issue. Seeking to clear
possible signifiers, the semiotic – linguistic selects language tools to
interpellate the text, seen as a building's structural conceptualisations of
language facts. Investing in sign is done on two levels: (a) linguistic
phenomena, in its double dimension, explicit and implicit; (b) the
interpretation and production of speech acts in discourse circumstances.
For auditor, interpretation requires assumptions about subject knowledge
which states, as well as about its views in relation to the proposed
language and with him / herself. On the other hand, the circumstances of
perception and production of speech, as a set of knowledge and mental
operations, which are circulated between language subjects reveal:
reading assumptions of auditors (what he / she is waiting, what he / she
is discovering, what he / she retains); social practices may be as many
filters in the construction of meaning.
Linguistic context, as the extra-linguistic one, is the teaching support
of decoding and re-encoding the message. We add, here, language
contract, required for small ages, as a body of knowledge and shared
experiences that orders environment and not vice versa, precedes and
validates teaching contract. This means that the meaning of speech acts is
a non autonomous entity, because it depends on filters which build
knowledge, as well as to the author and auditor, to the teacher discourse
circumstances (at what point? how is arranged the space? how are
preparing children before?).
Text becomes a transparent world. Overall perception of the text
involves posting referential impressions that reading leaves, setting a
simple evidence with internal recess for meaning, which, in texture,
produces an image of the world.
Next, it follows a spiral analysis meaning the slide and sensitive
passing through different layers of text, integrating, according to a
progressive teaching, the elements that make up the text in its own form,
ineffable in designing reading. Here, we can depart from linear verbal
evidence, accessible immediate observation, then, is isolated fragment
analyzed. It can be studied in three times: (a) a figurative paragraph, (b) a
more abstract narrative, (c) a conceptual analysis, from which we expected
a form of return of poetry way of text.
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6. Thematic content of learning
Formal organization of the dialogical message - verbal and non verbal,
rules of the dialogue:
 what is a oral communication situation: where? when? who's
talking / who listens?
 which are the components of dialogue?
 which are the rules of dialogue?
 which are the verbal and nonverbal elements in verbal interaction?
 what is their role in communication?
Summary involves understanding the logical organization of a text,
finding text coherence, writing a clear and concise supra-text reflecting the
essential, eliminating insignificant details. For building / drafting work
plan are envisaged:
(1) The content of the text: choice of main and secondary ideas, using
keywords, the hierarchy of ideas, according to the internal logic of the text,
using concrete references;
(2) The logic of the text: logical connections between ideas juxtaposition, opposition concerned accordingly; choice of relational
elements;
(3) The organization of the sequences / sub-sequences.
(a) Content: structure (corresponding to the paragraphs parties),
logical articulation (text connectors, punctuation); concentration
(eliminating non essential, reducing to 1 \ 4 of the words).
(b) Form: vocabulary should be the same as in the main text - is unnecessary search synonyms, to maintain a neutral style - expressions and
statements should not be repeated in the text.
Heuristic scheme technique is not sequential, but the main theme is
placed in the centre of the text and secondary ideas radiate around it, are
branched from the main theme. Is available, then the ideas represented by
keywords lines, which themselves are linked to other lines. We can use
colours, shapes and other fanciful forms which circumscribe each part of
the text. Connections between ideas appearing in different places, can be
highlighted by expressive relays, for example, arrows, tree branches, etc.
This teaching procedure is appropriate to the overall functioning of the
reception, requiring both cerebral hemispheres in the knowledge, through
connections between ideas. In addition to successive analysis and
synthesis, are favoured the memory and creation.
EUROMENTOR JOURNAL
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Teaching approaches for oral and written expression:
For example, for oral expression, can be directed the following
didactic sequences:
 Cultivation of group conversational situations, favourable to the
expressing an opinion, an argument for or against;
 Practicing the global takeover of oral message significance;
 Practicing the successive identification positions of the pupil with
different social roles of active speaker;
 Forming a status of conversation (learning to listen, learning to be
heard);
 Awareness and cultivating a certain conversational strategy
positions for the student, taking into account:
o intent (purpose) of received communication;
o dialogue partner (individual / collective; differences or
peculiarities of speech, etc.);
o communication situation (time, place, method of communication,
etc.);
o alternate position of participant and listener in conversational
strategy;
 Nurturing a certain rhythm and tenacity to participate in
conversational strategy;
 Verbal and nonverbal elements in the message dialog.
For fitting literary text in discourse grammar, we need the props
terms, such as: dialogue, reply, interlocutor, communication situation, message,
communication ways, forms of dialogue (opening, closing, maintenance),
appellatives, repetition, intonation, gestures, mimicry.
Argumentative text
Order and coherence that the teacher creates in the active
consciousness of the child are important for the cultivation of oral and
written communication of argumentative type.
Teaching speaking, oral expression has different rules from the
written one. Teacher can explore together, assessing students'
understanding of the global logical meaning of message or of the
sequence. What we should therefore consider?
 Awareness intention of communication;
 Adapting to the receiver;
 Adapting to the situation of communication;
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 Composition of a behavioural plan, a strategy to be followed in
communication;
 Sequences interplay between descriptive, narrative, promotion
(directing the communication intent in the flow of story);
 Communication phases: beginning and end of the story,
maintaining the receptor attention;
 Alternation of language registers in argumentative activity
(conversational steps);
 Alternation of speakers in conversation;
 Vulnerable areas of conversation;
 Any disruptions in the logic communication (e.g., ambiguity,
improvisation, etc.).
 Any meta-communicative intersections (discussion about
discussion) should not dominate communication. Often, they become
tedious for students.
 The following levels of performing are operational in the paradigm
of understanding / interpretation:
o details: identify, compare, classify (partial perception);
o sequence, main idea (global perception);
o cause, effect, consequence, outcome (global perception,
introspection, causal reasoning);
o anticipating, estimating (critical assessment, dialectical
reasoning, creativity);
o solving situations (dialectical reasoning).
 Teaching action is based on reading / listening to short texts:
assertion / declarative denial, above reasoning, taking into account the
interlocutor, determination of balance among cause / result / goal /
result.
 The demonstrative text also may treat physical objects description,
presentation of events, attitudes, behaviours and opinions, etc.
Drama and dramatization for children
Dramatizing at the preschool level follows the development of the
oral expression and receiving oral messages, clear expression, correct
expression, grammatical pauses, logical or psychological interpretation of
texts, and capacity building of feelings expression through stage
movement, pantomime and / or gestures. Seen as an optional activity that
takes place throughout the school year or during a semester,
dramatization involves tracking of steps, objectives which are aimed at
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presenting a program within the festival – drama is a successful approach
for a celebration.
External conditions of use of the drama
 Choose carefully the text to be staged;
 Addressing the principle of accessibility: age and individual
peculiarities. Children received ethical literary text message with great
speed, but they are expressed more difficult, because they have a lower
vocabulary, a different level of speech flexibility from that of adult.
Dramatizations made in known short poems and short stories for kids are
easy to be remembered;
 Build listening and / or viewing on that story. This stage has
multiple functions: developing long-term focus, the text content
knowledge, capturing exactly subject moments, detachment features of
characters, awareness with the game stage, directing, stage design of the
text.
 Dramatization can be complementary to the debate and critical
analysis of staged text: interpretation, evolution. characters, specific of
costumes, etc.
 Reflections on ethical message of dramatization are beneficial,
influence preschool children's behaviour;
 Casting is a time when children also could be involved, taking
advantage of their ability to be objective and to be selective;
 Dramatization offers immediate gratification and emotions, positive
examples of behaviour and action;
 Stage movement exercises, suggested by music and lyrics,
composition of facial expressions and behaviour leading to the
development of nonverbal expression;
 Repeating role is a long term memory exercise which broadens the
amount of stored information.
 Increasing the relational adaptation;
 Ensuring the physical conditions for staging the text in order to
motivate actors and audience success: involving children in making the
costumes, scenery, organization of the festive space.
These are just some examples of the literary text to speech transfer for
school age children.
In conclusion, literary text grammar is transferred in discourse
grammar through mechanisms of teaching science text, the text
internalized for children is built with reading figures and it becomes
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relevant and motivates through reading associated images. Our work
exemplifies some textual and discursive categories that can be addressed
in the preschoolers and young pupils' education.
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CHILDREN’S RIGHT TO EDUCATION
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Abstract: The rights of the child have been elaborated and synthesized in two
documents adopted on international level that are the Declaration of the Rights of
the Child and the Convention on the Rights of the Child. One of the most
important rights a child has is the right to education. Through education we
develop as human beings and we also contribute to the progress of society where
we live. Is the children’s right to education respected? We will try to find an
answer to this important question.
Keywords: Declaration of the Rights of the Child, Convention on the Rights
of the Child, Right to Education, United Nations Organization (UNO).
1. Short history regarding the Rights of the Child
The principle according to which children must enjoy increased
attention and care from adults appeared in the Geneva Declaration of of
the Rights of the Child, 1924 and in the Declaration of the Rights of the
Child, adopted by the UN General Assembly1 of 20th of November 1959,
and the importance of this principle was also recognized in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.2
The Declaration of the Rights of the Child 1959 includes 10 articles
that can be briefly enunciated thus:
1. Each child shall enjoy his/her rights regardless of nationality, color,
sex, language, religion, status, etc.
2. Children shall enjoy special protection and shall be offered
physical, mental, moral, spiritual and social development opportunities.
3. The child is entitled since birth to name and nationality.
4. The child is entitled to social assistance and medical services for
healthy development.
5. The physically, mentally or socially disabled child must receive
treatment, education and special care.
United Nations Organization.
Convention of the Rights of the Child, adopted by the General Assembly of the
United Nations Oganization on 20th of November 1989, p. 1.
1.
2.
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6. For an harmonious development of his/her personality, the child
must be upbrought by his/her family with affection in a morally and
materially safe environment. Very young children must not be separated
from their mother unless in exceptional circumstances. Society and public
authorities must care for children without family or children from lage
families.
7. Children are entitled to education, which must be free of charge
and compulsory, at least for primary stages. They shall receive education
promoting general knowledge and allowing them based on equal
opportunities to develop skills, individual judgment and moral and social
liability sense and to become an useful member of society. The children’s
superior interest shall be the guiding principle of persons responsible for
their education and guiding, responsibility belonging first of all to their
parents. The children must be fully allowed to exert the right to play and
recreation, directed to the same purposes as education, society and public
authorities must endeavor to promote the exercise of this right.
8. The children must be in all circumstances among the first to benefit
from protection and help.
9. The children must be protected against all forms of negligence,
cruelty and exploitation, they shall not be subject to any kind of
trafficking. Children shall not be allowed to work before the minimum
age, as this activity prejudices their health and education, and it also
affects their physical, mental or moral development.
10. Children must be raised in an environment without
discriminatory practices, an environment where understanding, tolerance,
friendship among people and pace are very important.3
This document is a resolution without compulsory character of the
UN General Assembly. States are adviced to consider it but they are not
obliged to observe it.
After 30 years since the signing of Declaration of the Rights of the
Child, the UN General Assembly adopted the Convention of the Rights of
the Child on 20th of November 1989. This was the first international legally
binding convention that recognizes the rights of all children.
By ratifying and adhering to this Convention, national governments
undertook to protect and insure the observance of the rights of the child.
They accepted to undertake responsibility for this commitment in front of
th
3. Declaration of the Rights of the Child of 20 of November 1959, adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations Organization, p. 1-2.
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international community.4
The Convention of the Rights of the Child is made up of 54 articles
and came into force on 2nd of September 1990.
The Convention enumerates the basic rights of children everywhere:
the right to survival, full development, protection against harmful
influences, abuse and exploitation, and it also underlines the importance
of children’s full participation to family, cultural and social life.5
The four basic principles of the Convention are: nondiscrimination,
devotion to the children’s best interests, the right to life, survival and
development, and respect for children’s points of view.6
This Convention protects the rights of the child by setting the
standards in the domains of health, education and legal, civil and social
services.7
In article 28 of the Convention of the Rights of the Child the children’s
right to education is acknowledged. In order to achieve this goal in a
progressive way and based on equality of opportunities the governments
of signatory states must take the following measures:
 Making the primary education compulsory and available
without charge for everyone;
 Encouraging the development of various forms of secondary
education, including general and vocational education,
available and accessible to all children. Also, certain measures
must be taken such as the introduction of free education and
offering financial support in case of need;
 Making the higher education accessible to everyone based on
skills through any proper means;
 Making the educational and vocational information and
guidance available and accesible to all children;
 Taking measures for encouragement of regularly attendance of
schools and reducing the school dropout rate.8
This article also provides that the authorities of signatory states shall
take all necessary measures to make sure that educational discipline is
administered in a manner consistent with children’s dignity as human
http://www.unicef.org/crc/
Idem.
6. Idem.
7. Idem.
8. Convention of the Rights of the Child, adopted by the General Assembly of United
Nations Organization on 20th of November 1989, p. 8.
4.
5.
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being and according to this Convention.9
The signatory states shall promote and encourage international
cooperation in matters regarding education. Fighting ignorance and
illiteracy as well as facilitation of access to scientific and technical
knowledge and modern teaching methods are intended.10
Article 29 specifies that children’s education must be directed
towards:
 The development of children’s personality, mental and physical
talents and skills to their fullest potential;
 The development of respect for human rights, such as
fundamental freedoms and principles established by the United
Nations Charter;
 The development of respect for parents, cultural identity,
language and values, national values of the country where the
child lives, country of origin and other civilizations;
 Preparing the child for a responsible life in a free society, in the
spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, gender equality and
friendship among people, ethnic, national and religious groups,
as well as persons of indigenous origin;
 The development of respect for environment.11
Article 30 mentions the right of children belonging to ethnic, religious
and linguistic minorities as well as indigenous origin to enjoy the culture,
religious practices and use of own language inside the group they belong
to.12
The next article recognizes the right of the children to rest and free
time. They are entitled to play, attend age-appopriate recreational
activities, they are also free to attend the cultural and artistic life.13
2. Importance of education
In a world that recognized the right to education by documents
adopted on international level, among which we only enumerate two of
them, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and Convention of the
Rights of the Child, there is an alarmingly high number of illiterate
persons.
Idem.
Ibidem, p. 8-9.
11. Ibidem, p. 9.
12. Idem.
13. Idem.
9.

10.
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On global level there are 796 million people who cannot read and
write, and the number of children who do not have access to primary
education amount to the alarming figure of 67 million.14
Two out of three children without access to primary education are
girls, this situation being encountered especially in the developing
countries.15
Depriving human beings of education has serious repercussions over
human welfare. Generally, persons enjoying education find better paid
jobs.16
Also, education contributes to improvement of a community’s health
condition. In school, children are vaccinated against various diseases, they
are taught the basic rules of sanitary and sexual education, thus reducing
the number of persons infected with various diseases.
Girls enrolled in an educational system marry later due to studies and
jobs, thus removing the risk of marriage at very young ages. They know
the contraceptive methods and have fewer children, these children are
healthier due to better living standards, and in case they get sick, their
mother knows she has to call a medical doctor and she has the necessary
money for the treatment.
The access to education also helps reducing the infantile crime rate as
the pupil or student’s time is allocated to school and homeworks, he/she
no longer has the necessary time to prowl and to join various gangs
dealing with crimes.
Education offers citizens the necessary means to resist totalitary and
repressive governments and economic exploitation.17
Joel H. Spring claims that an important consequence of justifying the
right to education is the protection of the rights of the child. Exercising the
right to education needs the children enjoying their right to a proper
nutrition, health services, living place and protection against exploitation
by labour and physical abuse. All these basic rights mentioned above must
be observed before children can exert their right to education.18
The Economic & Social Cost of Illiteracy A snapshot of illiteracy and its causes in the UK
and a global context, Interim Report from the World Literacy Foundation, January 2012, p.
2.
15 . Joel H. Spring, The Universal Right to Education: Justification, Definition, and
Guidelines, Routledge, 2000, p. 1.
16. Idem.
17. Idem.
18. Ibidem., p. 2.
14.
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The right to education not only guarantees the access to education but
also implies the fact that the objectives of education must be fulfilled.19
The educations’s main objective is to model future citizens in a desirable
way for life in a civilized society. Children are taught the cohabitation rules
indispensable to life in a community and the values of the society they are
part of. Democratic regimes as well as totalitarian ones used education as an
inoculation and propagation means for their basic ideas.
Education contributes a lot to the individual development as well as
the national development. This is why expenses for education should be
seen by states as “an investment in human capital” because according to
the World Bank “there is no development without education”.20
3. Observing children’s right to education
In most developed countries, children’s right to education is observed,
but in poor states or developing states, this right is violated due to
poverty, tradition, and ignorance.
India, although had an incredible economic development lately, holds a
negative record regarding the observance of children’s right to education.
According to official estimates performed in 2005, half of India’s children
aged between 6 and 14 years, estimated around 90 million, were not
registered in schools. But their number is most likely close to 115 million.21
The main causes of the large number of children not going to school
are generalized poverty and traditions existing in this country. Because
they are very poor, families cannot afford to send their children to school
as they do not have the money for supplies, books, notebooks, uniforms
and other things pupils need.
It is assumed that almost all children not registered in school work.
Poor families cannot deprive themselves from the income brought home
by their children that have to work for the family. The unemployment rate
in this country is quite high, and this work can be done by adults, but
most employers prefer hiring children as they pay them less and they are
easy to control.22
Mieke Verheyde, Article 28: The Right to Education A Commentary on the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child, Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2006, p. 1.
20. Geraldine Van Bueren, The International Law on the Rights of the Child, Martinus
Nijhoff Publishers, 1998, p. 232.
21. O.P. Narayan, Harnessing Child Development: Children and the right to education,
Gyan Publishing House, 2005, p. 24.
22. Ibidem., p. 27.
19.
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Boys usually work in family business or they are hired by various
owners, while girls work in the household sometimes spending twice or even
three times more time for housework than the boys spend for their jobs.23
Girls are born for one purpose only that is to become wives. They are
married at a very young age and they move in their husband’s family.
This is why their families do not endeavour to send them to school as they
would have nothing to win. If the girls benefit from education and later be
employed, the husband’s family would benefit from one extra wage in the
house.24
Also, as there is the practice of marrying girls in a family with
superior status, the more education a girl has, the more difficult it is for
the family to find her a husband and pay a higher dowry for her.25
Another reason for which parents hesitate to send their children to
school is the large distance the schools are from the village they live in and
the low quality of the educational act.26
But in the last years, the situation began to change in India, the
number of children registered in schools considerably increasing.
Various studies highlighted the fact that girls are send to school
especially if they are part of families led by women. Windows and single
women are aware of the need of educating their girls in order to better
prepare them for an independent life, obtaining a better paid job, and
enjoying a superior status.27
On the African continent, the exertion of the right to education
encounters numerous obstacles. Besides armed conflicts with a large
spreading and aggravated poverty we can also mention the fact that until
recently the education in many African countries was no free of charge,
parents having to pay tuition so that their child could go to school.
But many African countries made considerable progress in the
educational field. In January 2003, when Kenya adopted the plan that
introduced free elementary education, over one million children came to
school and registrations in elementary education increased from 5.9 to 7.2
million in one week.28
Ibidem., p. 26.
Ibidem., p. 33.
25. Idem.
26. Ibidem., p. 28.
27. Ibidem., p. 35.
28. Julia Sloth–Nielsen, Children’s Rights in Africa: A Legal Perspective, Ashgate
Publishing Ltd., 2008, p. 230.
23.
24.
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The fact that this measure led to the almost complete disappearance of
gender disparities in elementary education in Kenya was noted. The
registration rate of children in the first educational cycle was the
following: for every 100 boys, 94 girls were registered.29
The above mentioned measure regarding the educational field also
led to the improvement of many families’ existence, as they can use the
money they used to pay to send children to school for acquiring other
things necessary for daily living, especially food.30
Another burning issue for the entire Africa that can be countered with
the help of education is the spreading and awareness of the danger
represented by HIV/AIDS.
A study made in Zambia showed the importance of educating girls
regarding HIV/AIDS, discovering that this disease spreads twice as fast
among girls not receiving education than among girls who went to school.31
Other African states such as Mauritania, Uganda, Malawi, Tanzania
also eliminated tuition in elementary education, which led to the increase
of the number of children receiving education.
Despite these remarkable progresses, the African countries still have a
long fight to lead against gender discrimination.
According to certain reports regarding children’s situation on world
level, the rate of girls graduating elementary education is very low, being
only 76%, while the rate of boys graduating is 85%.32
These data clearly show that many more girls drop out of school than
boys, this meaning that most children not registered in school are girls.
The most concerning figures come from Sub-Saharan Africa where the
number of girls not going to school increased from 20 million in 1990 to 24
million in 2002.33
In developing countries but also in developed countries indigenous
origin children face important barriers regarding education and very rarely
are given the opportunity to learn and develop in educational contexts.34
Educational experiences of indigenous children in developed
countries are not similar to the ones of their colleagues that are part of
Idem.
Ibidem., p. 231.
31. Idem.
32. Ibidem., p. 232.
33. Idem.
34. Tom Oneill, Dawn Zinga, Children’s Rights: Multidisciplinary Approaches to
Participation and Protection, University of Toronto Press, 2008, p. 100.
29.
30.
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cohabiting nations, but have striking similarities to the experiences of
children in developing states.35
Convention’s provisions regarding Children’s Rights are not observed
regarding education indigenous children should receive in developed
countries or developing countries.36
This Convention is flagrantly violated in the case of indigenous
populations, whose many more rights are violated that any nonindigenous population around the globe.37
Indigenous origin children are discriminated when it comes to
education in developed countries as well as in developing countries. They
have to go to boarding schools where they are accommodated, thus being
separated from their families for long periods of time. By this practice, the
provision according to which children have the right to live with their
families is violated.38
Although nowadays such residential schools are rare in developed
countries, Canada and Australia share the shameful history of this practice
equated to the cultural genocide of these indigenous populations. The ties
between tens of thousands of indigenous children and their families were
broken, this having disastrous results.39
These children grew up becoming adults incapable of transmitting
their culture, history or religion to their own children. They lost their roots
and were not able to adjust to this world or live a normal life as they were
not able to integrate in any major population, or the indigenous group
they used to be part of. Most became alcohol and drugs addicts and even
committing suicide.
Unfortunately, such residential schools are still found in developing
countries.
The participation right of indigenous children is violated, their
opinions being ignored within the educational process to which they have
limited access or even no access at all. Children are also violated the
freedom of expression, thinking, consciousness and religion in the
educational system, their language and customs also being disregarded.40
Indigenous children in Canada and Australia mentioned that they feel
Idem.
Idem.
37. Idem.
38. Idem.
39. Idem.
40. Ibidem., p. 101.
35.
36.
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alienated, socially isolated, and aware of the enormous cultural differences
encountered in school and homes.41
Also, the education these children receive does not observe the
educational principles as defined within the Convention, because it does
not support the right of indigenous children to culture, religion, and
language. But the lack of education would mean facing a much greater
risk of economic exploitation of persons belonging to such communities.42
Children have the right to learn about their culture, religion, and
language through the educational system. Culture and language weave
together and nevertheless, many children do not have access to education
in their mother tongue.
Researchers analyzing the education received by indigenous children
of different countries including India, Mexico, Paraguay, South Africa and
Taiwan highlight the importance of the language in which the teaching –
learning process takes place and the cultural relevance of curriculum.43
Indigenous origin children learning in another language than the
mother tongue shall consider their language inferior to the dominant one,
and if you want to learn and be successful in life you must speak the
dominant language. This is very dangerous as many of the indigenous
languages disappeared or are endangered.44
As the curriculum is irrelevant from the cultural point of view for
these children, the school dropout rate is very high, and their academic
performances are low.
4. Conclusions
Although the rights of the child are protected by documents
elaborated on international level, many of them binding for the signatory
states, there are many countries that due to poverty or lack of
preoccupation knowingly or ignorantly breach this fundamental right.
The children’s access to education is beneficial for them, as they
achieve their maximum potential, as well as for the state they live in and
to whose development they contribute as well-qualified workforce.
The countries realized the importance of education in favourable
development of their citizens and their own economic development and
Idem.
Idem.
43. Idem.
44. Ibidem., p. 102.
41.
42.
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this is why they allocate education more and more funds.
Huge progresses were made in this field in most states of the world,
but many things are left that need be straightened. It is important to praise
performed progresses, but even more important is to show the issues that
need be solved. Ignoring or hiding them will not lead to their
disappearance, but on the contrary, they will aggravate.
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